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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

We are republishing articles from past years that remain eerily relevant in today's unprecedented

climate. The multiple award-winning documentary, "The Greater Good," was initially released in

2011. We published it on our site for the Frst time seven years ago. This article has now been

viewed a million times.

Ten years since the Flms debut, the tragic truth about the toxic effects of vaccines on brain and

immune system health that was revealed in this groundbreaking Flm is as just as true today as it

was when it was Frst shown in Flm festivals around the U.S.

It's incredibly important to view this documentary in the context of the mass COVID-19 injection

campaign, in which the public is being coerced and forced via mandates to accept a largely

experimental injection.

While many experts have spoken out that the risks of the COVID-19 jabs are too great for many

populations,  including children and young people, pregnant women and people who are already

naturally immune, health oNcials are still pushing the jabs for "the greater good."

Weaving together stories of families whose lives have been forever altered by vaccine damage, the

documentary reveals how modern medicine, especially when driven by politics, ideology and big

business, can rob you of some of your most basic human rights, including voluntary, informed

consent to medical risk-taking.

The results of such politically and Fnancially driven public health policies can be devastating. "The

Greater Good" is a provocative but thoughtful and well-documented examination of hot button

vaccine topics. Uniquely, it includes the perspectives of prominent voices messaging differently

about vaccination in mainstream media today — both those pushing for mandatory vaccination

policies and those opposing forced vaccination policies.

The proFles of families, whose children have been injured or even died from vaccination are

heartbreaking, and it is infuriating to learn about the short cuts that government and industry take

to fast track vaccines like Gardasil, and how too many doctors dismiss vaccine reactions as "a

coincidence."

The Flm ends with a bittersweet but hopeful message, urging positive change to reduce fear so that

parents, doctors and legislators can work together to protect the health of all children and prevent

vaccine injuries and deaths.

Protecting Health of All Children Demands an Individual Approach to
Vaccines

There needs to be an open, rational discussion about vaccination, infectious diseases and health.

After all, don't all of us want our children to be healthy and safe from unnecessary harm?

If we want to protect the health of all children, we cannot continue to ignore the signs that public

health policies making mandatory use of multiple vaccines in early childhood as our nation's No. 1

disease prevention strategy has gotten to the point where we have no idea how many children's

lives are being sacriFced in the name of "the greater good."

From my point of view, there can be little doubt that we need to review the safety and effectiveness

of the current vaccination program in the U.S., and that this review needs to include

methodologically sound investigative studies that are not compromised by conUicts of interest

within industry and government.

If we don't do that now, we may not be able to stop further damage to the health of future

generations. I encourage you to watch the documentary, "The Greater Good," to become better

informed about the science, politics and ethics of vaccination, a Flm you can view for free here

during this year's Vaccine Awareness Week.

Autism and The Thinking Moms Revolution

A producer of "The Greater Good"  has also released short videos with outtakes of interviews that

were conducted for the Flm, as well as other information covering a number of vaccine topics. The

video above is about the reported relationship between vaccination and autism, featuring mothers

of vaccine injured children with autism from a group called The Thinking Moms Revolution.

Autism has skyrocketed over the past few decades and scientists and public health oNcials

continue to argue about the reasons for why it is happening but something is clearly very wrong.

Three decades ago, autism affected 4 in 10,000 children.  In 2021, it's estimated to aYict as many

as 1 in 54.

While conventional medicine still claims there's no known cause for autism increases, members of

a group called The Thinking Moms are speaking out about how they brought a healthy child in for

vaccination, and watched their child deteriorate following that vaccination.

As stated by one mom: "In this country, we're indoctrinated to believe in vaccines, and believe

there's this incredibly impeccable science behind them. [But] once you start the investigation and

you realize how Uimsy the evidence is, for safety in particular … that's when you realize how little of

this is based on fact." On its website,  "The Greater Good" team notes:

"In the early 2000's, CDC instructed vaccine makers to remove the mercury preservative in

childhood shots. But as the mercury was being phased out of most childhood vaccinations,

CDC recommended that pregnant women and infants at 6 months and again 7 months

receive the Du shot — which they knew still contained mercury.

In addition to the Du shot, CDC began recommending that pregnant women also receive the

Tdap vaccine (diphtheria, tetanus, and attenuated pertussis). So, pregnant women and their

unborn babies are still being subjected to mercury-laden Du vaccines and aluminum-laden

DTaP vaccines — and at an earlier point.

These vaccines during pregnancy contradict decades of advice to take no medications, quit

smoking, stop drinking alcohol and avoid mercury laden seafood while pregnant, but

people have been so conditioned to trust authority that they accept this, making it all too

easy to tell parents, 'sorry, your kid was born that way' …

[G]overnment health oRcials maintain the charade that they are trying to Snd a cause for

autism when they have blown $1.6 billion over the past decade looking for a supposed

genetic cause despite ample science showing that environmental factors are the culprit."

The Good News

The good news is there is much more information available today about alternative biomedical

therapies. These are being used by open-minded doctors addressing the neuroimmune dysfunction

that children with vaccine-associated autism are suffering. Some children diagnosed with "autism"

are improving through use of special diets, supplementation regimens and detoxiFcation protocols

tailored to their individual needs.

As noted in the video, there's a vast "underground" movement of parents who are sharing their

experiences and successes and there are enlightened doctors who have been able to help children

with autism when conventional medicine falls short. The Gut and Psychology Syndrome (GAPS)

protocol is, in my view, among the most important treatment strategies out there, but there are also

many others.

The GAPS nutritional protocol was created by Dr. Natasha Campbell-McBride, whose son was

diagnosed with autism. She understands that there's a very important connection between

damaged gut Uora in pregnant women and developmental problems in their children, especially

autism.

Establishing normal gut Uora in the Frst 20 days or so of life plays a crucial role in the maturation of

your baby's immune system. It's important to realize that babies who develop abnormal gut Uora

have compromised immune systems, which puts them at higher risk for suffering vaccine

reactions.

In GAPS Babies, Vaccination Can Be 'the Last Straw'

If your baby has suboptimal gut Uora, vaccines can become the proverbial "last straw" — the trigger

that "primes" their immune system to develop chronic health problems. According to Campbell-

McBride, in children with GAPS the toxicity Uowing from their gut throughout their bodies and into

their brains continually challenges their nervous system, preventing it from performing its normal

functions and process sensory information.

Other researchers are now starting to back up her Fndings. For example, one 2013 study

conFrmed that autistic children have distinctly different microbiome compared to healthy children.

Notably, they had fewer healthy bacteria, such as BiFdobacterium. Children diagnosed with autism

also had markedly higher levels of toxic volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

I believe the GAPS Nutritional program is vitally important for most, as the majority of people have

such poor gut health due to poor diet and toxic exposures, but it's particularly crucial for pregnant

women and young children.

The best way to prevent GAPS is for the mother to avoid all processed foods, sugar, antibiotics

(including CAFO meats and antibacterial soaps) and birth control pills prior to conception. These

cause pathogenic yeast and fungi to grow and also cause leaky gut that allows undigested protein

fragments to sneak into the bloodstream contributing to autoimmune disease.

This can then be followed by breastfeeding and avoiding the use of antibiotics during (intrapartum)

and after delivering.

It's also a good idea to make sure your baby's microbiome is healthy before getting any

vaccinations. Fortunately, it's possible to rather inexpensively identify GAPS within the Frst weeks

of your baby's life, which can help you make better-informed decisions about vaccinations, and

about how to proceed to set your child on the path to a healthy life.

The entire process for identifying children who would be at risk for developing autism from a

vaccine is described in her book, "Gut and Psychology Syndrome: Natural Treatment for Autism,

Dyspraxia, A.D.D., Dyslexia, A.D.H.D., Depression, Schizophrenia."

What Doctors Really Know About Vaccines

Another short video published on "The Greater Good" website makes the point that doctors are not

being taught about vaccine risks in medical school. In short, doctors are being taught about

administering vaccines but not about how to identify a vaccine reaction. Doctors strongly

recommending and administering vaccines to children are not taught about the big gaps in vaccine

safety science.

"They don't learn that no study exists comparing the medium or long term health outcomes

of vaccinated to unvaccinated populations. They don't learn that vaccine safety studies

don't use a true placebo, but instead use another vaccine or a solution containing mercury

or aluminum as a placebo!

They don't learn that vaccine safety studies often last a few days to a few weeks keeping

hidden long term side effects. They don't learn that vaccines can overwhelm the immune

system and cause autoimmune disease. They don't learn that the aluminum in vaccines is

known to cause cognitive impairment, autoimmune disease, gut issues and a host of other

damage to healthy adults — goodness knows what they do to tiny infants.

They don't learn that the mercury in vaccines is documented in the medical literature as a

potent neurotoxin and that it is still used in the manufacturing of some vaccines and as a

preservative as well. They don't learn how the body processes the vaccine components

because, well, no one has ever researched it."

In light of such vaccine education deFciencies in most medical schools, it becomes very important

for parents to educate themselves — and their pediatricians, if they can — about how to identify and

prevent vaccine reactions, injuries and deaths. And this is precisely why opening up discussions

about these issues is so important. There are huge gaps in general knowledge, and huge gaps in

research too, and those gaps really need to be addressed.

Why Won't the CDC Study Health Outcomes?

One study that could shed a lot of light on the vaccine safety conversation is a study comparing

health outcomes of vaccinated versus unvaccinated children. As illogical as it seems, there has

never been a large prospective well-designed study to evaluate whether children who remain

unvaccinated or receive fewer vaccines, are more or less healthy than children who receive all

federally recommended vaccines. These kinds of studies do not exist.

And so the controversy about whether or not use of multiple vaccines in early childhood is having

long-term adverse health effects and may do more harm than good continues. That said, unoNcial

surveys  suggest that highly vaccinated children may have more chronic health problems than

unvaccinated children, and that unvaccinated children have a far lower incidence rate of autism.

There's also a growing body of research suggesting that vaccines may be associated with a variety

of brain and immune system disorders, including a potential increased risk for:

Learning and developmental disabilities

Brain damage

Allergies, asthma and gut problems

Autoimmune diseases

Chronic infections

Autism Rates Jump Each Time This Happens

A study describing one potential unrecognized safety issue associated with vaccines was

published in the September 2014 issue of the Journal of Public Health and Epidemiology.  It

discussed a potential correlation between autism and three speciFc vaccines: MMR (measles,

mumps, rubella), varicella (chickenpox) and hepatitis-A vaccines. As reported by Global Research:

"Using statistical analysis and data from the U.S. Government, U.K., Denmark and Western

Australia, scientists at Sound Choice Pharmaceutical Institute (SCPI) found that increases

in autistic disorder correspond with the introduction of vaccines using human fetal cell

lines and retroviral contaminants.

Even more alarming, Dr. Theresa Deisher, lead scientist and SCPI founder noted that, 'Not

only are the human fetal contaminated vaccines associated with autistic disorder

throughout the world, but also with epidemic childhood leukemia and lymphomas.'"

The main argument for a vaccine-autism connection in the study is the introduction of vaccines

manufactured with human fetal cell lines containing fetal and retroviral contaminants. The cell line

in question is known as WI-38. According to the authors, autism rates rose sharply each time

another one of these vaccines were released.

For example, in the U.S., autism rates jumped in 1980 to 1981 following the approval of MeruvaxII

and MMRII, both of which were made with the human fetal cell line WI-38. Another jump in autism

prevalence occurred in 1988, corresponding to three factors:

1. The addition of a second dose of MMRII

2. A highly successful measles vaccination campaign that raised compliance from 50 to 82

percent between the years 1987 and 1989

3. The introduction of Poliovax in 1987

In 1995, autism rates jumped again after the introduction of the Varicella vaccine, Varivax. In

conclusion, the authors note that "rising autistic disorder prevalence is directly related to vaccines

manufactured utilizing human fetal cells."

Although this is only one hypothesis for how and why vaccines may be contributing to the rising

incidence of autism among children, there are many outstanding questions about vaccine science

and policy that must be answered quickly before more vaccines are added to the government

recommended and mandated list for children and adults.

Unfortunately, statistics on links between vaccines and autism are sparse, and when an article does

come out even hinting there is a link, it's immediately followed with comments from "fact" checking

websites and vaccine promoters denying it. This, despite the fact that only one vaccine — the MMR

— and one vaccine ingredient — thimerosal — have actually ever been scientiFcally explored. As

noted by Children's Health Defense:

"The truth is none of those vaccines have ever been studied or considered for their

relationship to autism, so no one has any idea. This would be like trying to identify the

source of a plane crash, suspecting mechanical failure, solely analyzing one of the wings,

and then declaring the entire airplane free of culpability."

In the meantime, to protect your own health and the health of your children, please empower

yourself with information and become well-informed about infectious diseases and vaccines so you

can make wise health care choices.

Protect Children's Health With These Positive Actions

You can access more information about vaccination and health on the National Vaccine

Information Center's (NVIC) website at www.NVIC.org. The parent co-founders of NVIC, whose

children were injured by DPT vaccine, launched the vaccine safety and informed consent movement

in the U.S. in 1982. The website is the largest and oldest website on the internet publishing

accurate, well-referenced information about vaccination and infectious diseases.

• Post a video vaccine reaction report — You can make people more aware that vaccine

reactions, injuries and deaths are real by posting a video vaccine reaction report on NVIC's

online Memorial for Vaccine Victims here.

NVIC launched "Protect Life: Witness a Vaccine Reaction" on NVIC.org during Vaccine

Awareness Week 2016. In 2021 NVIC has an active vaccine injury reporting form where you

can share details of your or your child's vaccine injuries. I encourage you to participate if you

or a loved one has experienced a serious vaccine reaction.

Sharing your story of how vaccination changed your life or the life of someone you care about

can educate and save other people from having to suffer in the same way.

• Take action to protect vaccine exemptions in your state — If you want to actively work in your

state to protect legal vaccine exemptions so you are able to make voluntary vaccine choices

for yourself and your children, I encourage you to sign up today to be a user of the free online

NVIC Advocacy Portal, so you can be kept up to date on legislation moving in your state that

may threaten vaccine exemptions and puts you in touch with your own elected representatives

so you can make your voice heard. You can also sign up for NVIC's free e-newsletter, The

Vaccine Reaction, here.
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Vaccine Reaction, here.

It is up to all of us, individually, to participate in our democracy and make sure that that the laws

which govern us do not infringe upon our civil liberties and take away our human right to exercise

choice and informed consent to vaccine risk-taking.

Help Support Vaccine Awareness Week

The 12th Annual Vaccine Awareness Week from September 26 to October 2, 2021, will feature

important information about vaccine science, policy and law that you can share with your family

and friends.

With every donation you make during Vaccine Awareness Week, you can help support the legal

right to make an informed, voluntary decision about vaccinations. During this week, we’ll match

your donations up to $100,000 to the National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), a nonproFt

charity advocating for vaccine safety and informed consent rights since 1982.

Donate Today

With aggressive efforts by government working with pharmaceutical corporations and medical

trade groups to mandate COVID-19 vaccines and partnering with Silicon Valley and corporate

media to censor public conversations about vaccination and health, it is critical for you to act now

to protect your legal right to make informed, voluntary vaccine choices.

Thankfully, NVIC provides the public with independent, well-referenced information on vaccines and

advocates for the inclusion of vaccine safety and informed consent protections in the public health

system.

Last year, NVIC sponsored the groundbreaking 5th International Public Conference on Vaccination:

Protecting Health & Autonomy in the 21st Century.

The conference featured 51 speakers from around the world talking about the coronavirus

pandemic and defending liberty in late 2020, just before the government granted vaccine

manufacturers an Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) to distribute experimental COVID-19

vaccines in the U.S. You can watch or listen to the conference for free here.

Resources Where You Can Learn More

NVIC Advocacy Portal — Become a registered user of this unique free online

communications network that electronically connects you directly with your own

legislators and emails you action alerts with talking points so you can be an effective

vaccine choice advocate in your state.

You can use it to inform your legislators about why it is necessary to protect vaccine

exemptions and your legal right to make voluntary vaccine decisions for yourself and

your children.

Ask 8 Vaccine Information Kiosk — Download brochures and reports on vaccination

and how to recognize vaccine reaction symptoms, as well as posters and web badges

that you can share with your family and friends. Access the illustrated and fully

referenced “Guide to Reforming Vaccine Policy & Law” to educate your legislator

when you advocate for vaccine informed consent rights.

State Law & Vaccine Requirements — You can easily obtain your state’s current

vaccine policies and laws here.

Vaccine Reaction Reporting — Search for and read descriptions of vaccine reaction

reports made to the federal vaccine adverse events reporting system (VAERS). Make

a vaccine reaction report to NVIC.

Cry for Vaccine Freedom Wall — Read real life stories from people who have been

threatened, bullied and sanctioned for trying to make voluntary decisions about

vaccination for themselves or their minor children. Post your own experience.

Guide to Flu & Flu Vaccines — This “Mini Guide to inUuenza & Flu Vaccines” is a brief

summary of facts about inUuenza and inUuenza vaccines.
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Maboone
Joined On 5/23/2011 6:05:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Personally, we REFUSE to get Uu or pneumonia vaccines and we just hit our 60's.  I believe doctors and their backers/benefactors are

NOT my sole guardian.  I am in charge of my decisions, not some bureaucrat looking for extra perks.  My daughter-in-law is also

against dangerous vaccines, so little C. does not partake and will NOT be going to public school where mandatory vaccines are part of

the curriculum. We take care of ourselves old-fashioned way; eating right, outdoor exercise, herbs for ailments and very little

interaction with large groups of people.  Works just Fne for us.  I had a child, who was vaccinated in the 70's who now has severe

medical problems.  Vaccines are NOT a one-size Fts all cure!  Physical systems are different, therefore, they require individualized

care.  I am so sorry I allowed her doctors to poison her system.  I am happy my grandchild will not have to suffer the same

consequences.  In my opinion, the current health system is useless as *** on a boar!  The so-called Affordable Health Care act is the

bully that threatens to render the population dependent on drugs, compliments of big pharma, investors and corrupt politics.  It's all

about the money, not about people's health.  I REFUSE to take part in this farce!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/15/2014 4:58:45 AM
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM
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I'm not jumping into politics here, but felt a need to add a comment to Maboone's post about Mr. O's UNhealth UNcare bill, and

that yes, it IS the bully, and in case you haven' t heard, here's how it started. Obama (un)care was written and sold to Americans

through outrageous deceit and FINALLY, the story is out.  BUT, as far as I know, Fox News is the only one who's telling the full

and whole story about Mr. Jonathan Gruber.  They have now found 5 tapes with his comments about how STUPID we Americans

are and too STUPID to know what's going on.  

You may not like Fox News, but at least they do expose the truth about these disgusting issues that are happening day after day,

and they have both liberal and conservative viewpoints, with tapes showing the actual events, so the proof is there.  WE are

paying for this horrible scam and paying dearly.  And this man, Jonathan Gruber, has proFted big time (I believe $400,000 & lots

more) for writing this mess. He admits that if the STUPID Americans actually knew what was in the bill, it never have passed

<end of rant/>  I need to stop here before my BP goes up!
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A nose-numbing stench of braindead followers who have sold themselves to a fantasy that will never exist...Welcome in

Amerika and Kanada

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/15/2014 11:30:30 AM
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tgeren1
Joined On 5/11/2011 12:11:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On the same page as you.  I watched the medical "know it all's" kill both my parents and have seen the damage their

recommendations have done to my children.  I am 60 also and JUST SAY NO!  Eating good clean food beats a prescription every

time.  I personally haven't dealt with an MD, a hospital or ingested a drug, vaccination or have bought into the current

fashionable test for almost 30 years. 60 years old and never had an MRI?  A cat scan?  A boob squeeze?  I had a Pap smear

back in 1979. What was I thinking? My family thinks I am STRANGE!  While they are all on many medications and throwing their

money away to the big Pharma, GMA and sucking down Monsanto propaganda. Money that could be better spent with wise

food choices.    AFC act?  A nightmare train wreck.  I'll pay the Fne and continue with my own savings for medical...if I would

every choose it...probably not.   God help this nation. RUN BEN RUN!  Doesn't take a brain surgeon to Fx this country...or maybe

it does.
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Yesterday when I posted the above, I didn't intend to ignore the vaccination topic but was in a hurry, as we were trying to get

ready to leave, so I didn't Fnish my thoughts.  My original intent was to say that if this kind of power and control could be forced

on a country, (all wrapped up in a heap of LIES) then it would be nothing for forced (perhaps numerous) vaccinations to follow

for every person.  They've already accomplished much of it by threatening health care workers, school kids, etc. to have them or

else they will be unable to work or go to school unless & until............  I've known several family members and friends who have

been very seriously affected by vaccines and a couple families that were destroyed due to paralyzation. Of course, there are

some who think this health plan is good, but a wise thing to do is check 'thoroughly' to get a full in depth understanding of just

how this unfair Bill, with its pack of lies, has affected our whole country and in a very short time, it's going to become much

worse AND MORE EXPENSIVE.  

tgeren1 ~  Good for you in avoiding all the known 'trouble factors' to perhaps destroy your health. Family and friends always

think we're nuts to not follow a doctor's orders since they've been educated and are using 'proven' methods in their practice,

while we are guessing.  Nearly everyone I know is on some kind of medication or ill with something, or overweight from eating

junk.  I still get chastized for not having mammograms since I lost a sister to breast cancer.  Our lifestyles were MUCH different

and after several years, I realized why she had breast / brain cancer, and it wasn't caused by a family gene.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/16/2014 9:17:10 AM
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TOXIC METALS IN VACCINES. ALUMINUM is placed in the vaccines to selectively target the up-regulation of the humoral arm

(TH2 cells) of children’s immune systems, to drive the production of antibodies. The medical community leads us to believe that

this production of antibodies is what imparts for children a protective nature against vaccine-preventable illnesses. Yet, this

outcome may come at a cost.

While aluminum in the vaccines is speciFcally targeting the over-activation of TH2 to encourage the body to produce antibodies,

any direct or indirect effect of aluminum on the health or maturation of the TH1 or TH3 system is unknown. Yet, in many of

these TH2 dominant chronic illnesses, TH1 and TH3 have also been shown to exhibit an impaired immune response to the

environment.

It’s important know that the hallmark of a healthy, mature immune system in children is demonstrated by an equal and balanced

TH1, TH2 and TH3 immune response to the natural environment. TH1, TH2 and TH3 do not work independently, and require a

very important synergistic relationship to function properly in our bodies. As soon as one or more of these three arms begins to

over or under work in relation to the other, chronic illness begins to express itself. But the reality is that the amount of heavy

metals is a concern. For example mercury linked to autism

MERCURY tests conducted on vaccines at the Natural News Forensic Food Lab have revealed a shockingly high level of toxic

mercury in an inUuenza vaccine (Uu shot) made by GlaxoSmithKline (. Tests conducted via ICP-MS document mercury in the

Flulaval vaccine at a shocking 51 parts per million, or over 25,000 times higher than the maximum contaminant level of

inorganic mercury in drinking water set by the EPA. ESPECIALLY: INFORMATION "UNCONTAMINATED" TO THE MEDICAL AND

DECISION OF PARENTS TO VACCINATE THEIR CHILDREN, ASSESSING RISKS

 www.naturalnews.com/045418_Uu_shots_inUuenza_vaccines_mercury.html
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archesia
Joined On 4/10/2014 6:47:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermou - "TOXIC METALS IN VACCINES. ALUMINUM is placed in the vaccines to selectively target the up-regulation of the

humoral arm (TH2 cells) of children’s immune systems, to drive the production of antibodies. The medical community leads us

to believe that this production of antibodies is what imparts for children a protective nature against vaccine-preventable

illnesses." Isn't this pretty much the same theory behind the use of Colloidal Silver? Why don't they just use Colloidal Silver in the

vaccines as opposed to ALUMINUM or MERCURY? Cost? Are they trying to duplicate the same immune responses as Silver with

much, much cheaper alternatives? All of this human damage just save a few pennies?? Could we all possibly create our own

"vaccine" effect with the use of Colloidal Silver? This may be something to ponder.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/14/2015 6:57:08 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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archesia. From  agreement. That comment in the Frst paragraph. But after...... It’s important know that the hallmark of a healthy,

mature immune system in children is demonstrated by an equal and balanced Th1, Th2 and Th3 immune response to the

natural environment. Th1, Th2 and Th3 do not work independently, and require a very important synergistic relationship to

function properly in our bodies. As soon as one or more of these three arms begins to over or under work in relation to the other,

chronic illness begins to express itself. But the reality is that the amount of heavy metals is a concern. For example mercury

linked to autism Very interesting, what he says about colloidal silver. But I understand that the problem may be not so much of

aluminum is used, otherwise the resulting imbalance between Th1, Th2 and Th3 cytokines. The next:

Th1-type cytokines tend to produce the proinUammatory responses responsible for killing intracellular parasites and for

perpetuating autoimmune responses. Interferon gamma is the main Th1 cytokine. Excessive proinUammatory responses can

lead to uncontrolled tissue damage, so there needs to be a mechanism to counteract this. The Th2-type cytokines include

interleukins 4, 5, and 13, which are associated with the promotion of IgE and eosinophilic responses in atopy, and also

interleukin-10, which has more of an anti-inUammatory response. In excess, Th2 responses will counteract the Th1 mediated

microbicidal action. The optimal scenario would therefore seem to be that humans should produce a well balanced Th1 and Th2

response, suited to the immune challenge. (1) (1) Relationship between house dust endotoxin exposure, type 1 T-cell

development, and allergen sensitisation in infants at high risk of asthma.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/10905243?access_num=10905243&link_type..
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Welcome back former PA neighbor, "HealthiestChoices", good to hear from you again. Hope all is going well with you and yours.

"My original intent was to say that if this kind of power and control could be forced on a country,..." You are so right, these

various disease vaccinations are just an excuse to force control(coercion as "mirandola" quite often says), on the people, and

could also be viewed as a form of conscription.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When it comes to getting Uu shots, doctors and nurses are the last to get a Uu shot. In fact they seem to know better, and refuse

to get a Uu shot. It was back in Colorado a few years back that they made it mandatory for health care providers to get a Uu shot

or be terminated. The scam was in the name of attempting to reduce the spread of inUuenza in healthcare facilities from

healthcare personnel to patients. First it was our children in schools with a minimum of shots, to now an increase that has gone

beyond ridiculous. Now it's the hospitals with shots that no longer seem to work for many occasions. Where to next?

What I mean is; getting shots for one bug, does not cover immunity for many other bugs that may come along. There is also the

fact that the overuse of many antibiotics in cafo farm animals, has caused bugs to evolve to superbugs and are immune to

antibiotics. With 150 thousand reported US cases of serious Uu sickness in 2013, 13 thousand people died because of

resistance to these so called wonder drugs. These vaccines can have serious side effects on the very young, old and people

with immune deFciencies. All this just to support$$ the pharmaceutical companies. It is a shame what our government

agencies have become. The people of this country deserve better!
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seg
Joined On 11/21/2006 1:49:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

healthiest where ya been sunshine. Like grulla i missed ya ..terribly.. and i hope all is well with you and the fam.. grulla we been

had this post is a year old.. LOL..
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stargazer30
Joined On 3/4/2014 8:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Popped many anti-biotics through the years--now can't help but wonder if I'm paying a heavy price. I now have an incurable

auto-immune disorder--can't help but wonder if there's a strong connection. I didn't realize years ago that all these drugs could

possibly destroy my system today--damned doctor nor pharmacy never, ever cautioned me on this, so I just kept downing the

drugs, like a good little patient.

Eventually I started probiotics when taking these things, but my friend told me about them! There again, doctor nor pharmacist

told me they were needed with antibiotics. No alternative methods were ever suggested to me either. UGH--if I knew then what I

know now. I've lost a lot of faith in the medical community--all they think of is their bank account. They don't really consider our

health much at all. Also heard on the car radio whilst driving the other day, that there is another meningitis vaccine available for

teens/young adults. Good God almighty--I nearly drove off the road. How many more vaccines can a body withstand before all

hell breaks loose.
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chlevine
Joined On 8/5/2010 8:57:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stargazer30 - ask your gastroenterologist to test you for small intestinal bacterial overgrowth. I too have taken many courses of

antibiotics over the years, and then began developing additional GI issues - cramps, bloating, additional food intolerances. I

tried removing additional foods from my diet, and have been following the lowFODMAPS diet, in addition to being gluten free

and dairy free (and mostly organic), but had little luck. I tried multiple rounds of herbal antibacterials aimed at rebalancing the

gut, but what worked best was a two week course of Zifaxan. It was expensive, even with a "zero copay" coupon from the

manufacturer, but I am Fnally feeling better and able to begin adding things back to my diet like apples (I had to give them up

completely for over a year and a half).
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mercolaFAN2010
Joined On 7/30/2010 6:51:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

'It's all about the money, not about people's health....' Here is what one of the richest men in the world thinks about vaccines. He

uses his fortune to make sure the poor are vaccinated. Here is what he says: "The world today has 6.8 billion people. That's

heading up to about nine billion. Now if we do a really great job on new vaccines, health care & reproductive health services, we

could LOWER that by perhaps 10 or 15 percent.” ― Bill Gates
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deanna125
Joined On 9/15/2010 2:10:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tgaren1   don't pay the Fne. let a utility bill lapse til you get a shut-off notice. Take the shut=off notice with your tax papers when

you have your taxes done and you will get an exemption.
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19beets
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:30:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maboone, You hit it on the proverbial head. Obama and Clinton might have had good intentions with the Affordable Health Care

Act (and not pocketed by the AMA, etc.), but it is not the answer. If I had been "forced" to save the amount I paid insurance since

the plan's inception, I would have had enough to pay for two surgeries (plus), if needed. In my view, insurance companies are the

ones who beneFt most from this program, on top of pharma and the rest of its crew.

A very small percentage of Americans might have beneFted, but, most likely, a good portion of these would likely have done

better on natural healing modalities rather than drugs or hospitalizations. My sister died after one of those, thanks to being

injected with some mega strong opiate (after going in for a fall to her knee on concrete). A good-intentioned neighbor had

called an ambulance. The day after she was deceased. I talked to her hours before her passing. She literally told me, "They're

trying to kill me." I tried to calm her fears, but, ultimately, "they" did.

On another note:  Seven years ago, when I was told I needed surgery to remove an endometrial cyst on an ovary, even though I

had insurance, I called four hospitals and spoke to the billing dept. of each and asked what the out-of-pocket expense would be

without insurance for the surgery, surgeon, anesthesiologist, daily overnight rate if needed. As I recall, the range was just a few

thousand to about seven thousand. When I got the statement from my insurance company afterwards, it showed the charge

was approx. $40,000! After its allowance/discount, I believe it was less than half that. The upshot is that I paid my full $7000

yearly deductible toward that surgery. I could've saved approx. $3500 if I had done it at the hospital that charged that rate for

no-insurance patients. When all is said and done, the Affordable Health Care Act is not affordable, nor is it "health" care.

"Leaders" of America, we can do better.
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ahh9413
Joined On 6/9/2015 2:40:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Maboone, shout from the rooftop.   WE ARE ALL RESPONSIBLE FOR OUR OWN HEALTH!
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nao3425
Joined On 3/18/2015 10:49:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not only Toxic metals gui, the very time our governments force upon us is TOXIC www.youtube.com/watch  But, in the end,

mankind may survive,-------- without BS governments, and other Sumerian BS like Debt. and a clock to pay servitude every

second of every day, two clocks actually the one you work by and your personal agenda....
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you, Maboone! Call me crazy; but, I believe that this is the main intent behind vaccines: "the trigger that "primes" their

immune system to develop chronic health problems." The ones that don't die, become Big Pharma customers for life - good for

business! I have decided that the further I stay away from doctors; the healthier I'll be. "They" have seriously reduced my quality

of life, within the past few decades! It's been years since I've had the Uu or a cold - ever since I stopped getting vaccinated!
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As one who has a grandson with parents who are doing the same; say thank you to your daughter-in-love and son...they are

making the best decision they could ever make for their child(ren). You are blessed as I am!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coercion. Threats. Going up against the right to life (job, food, home all threatened and even taken away). Bribes. This is all

criminal activity, punishable by code of law. "For the greater good" while many die, others are medically maimed, paralyzed,

convulsing. "SelFsh" not to take the vaccine, which is stated not to reduce or prevent spread of the disease to begin with! It is

indeed, selFsh to bully others! "Proven safe and effective" read all of the above, plus the censorship machine is Proof that a

coverup is afoot, ie violent activity is at issue.

"Just trust your medical experts" who themselves own patents or are involved in criminal activity such as diverting tax

payer-earned funds to a country overseas to create infectious, dangerous viruses as an "experiment", better known as criminal

activity. "Just trust your doctor" who is coached by BigPharma with huge proFts to gain. And who bully people against their will

and to their medical harm or even maiming for life. Yup. Just trust those who say that when people die, "There is no clear

connection to the vaccine". Yeah right. Just trust, just be blind, be stupid, be foolhardy and harm yourself or else you are just

purely selFsh.

NO!!! We the People have Every Right to Question, to Think, to Research, and to Fully Informed Consent (no masking, no games

played!) If Anybody asks about vaccination status, answer them "Yay or nay, my private medical records are not appropriate to

discuss". End of story! Remind people that the coronavirus vaccines are stated to not so much as prevent the spread of the

illness! So what is all this "SelFshness" about anyway? It sounds to me like once again, people are projecting their own

shadows. Sharply, brilliantly, and accurately. Time to turn the tables!
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maxandfrancis
Joined On 10/6/2006 2:41:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mammograms are only good for paying off the cost of the machines!  They cause cancer!

I am 74, a retired RN.  I have never had a mammogram, a colonoscopy, a Uu shot or any of the other vaccines they offered while

working in the hospital.  I consider myself in good health.  I take herbs and vitamins and try to eat healthy, make most of my

meals from scratch.

The medical system is broken and must be avoided at all costs!
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liliberg
Joined On 4/30/2013 8:45:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The whole idea of vaccinations is so insidiously wrong, because it seems to cause more disease than it prevents. And when you

realize that it is insisted on by a government owned by greedy corporations it becomes clear as day that it's all about money and none

about the promotion of health. .Yet so many parents feel compelled to vaccinate their children because they trust their doctors and

believe mainstream media lies. They think they are doing the right thing and therein lies the tragedy. Those who know better must

work harder to get the message out and I applaud the Mercola for supporting this extremely important campaign,.
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barbfeick
Joined On 6/23/2007 1:18:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is wonderful that more and more people are using their heads and seeing the obvious. It is OBVIOUS that vaccines are not

safe. I can take the list of ingredients from any vaccine and search on the Net, every single ingredient causes problems in

someone including sodium chloride. Vaccines are not "clean". They have unlisted ingredients and contaminents. And we are

injecting these into babies, pregnant women, senior citizens, children, and then we scratch our head and say "Gee, I have no idea

why people are getting cancer, autoimmune disorders, allergies, autism, Alzheimer's... We will have to pay for lots of studies

looking for genetic causes and pay for fraudulent studies to 'prove' vaccine safety." If someone has a deep wound, you clean the

wound, you don't dump mercury, aluminum, weakened bacteria, food protein, chemicals, etc into the wound. Why would you

inject anything into people that bypasses the body's defense system?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AUTISTIC CHILDREN are labelled as poisoned, full of toxins that have to be removed. Initially, the very existence of autistic

adults is denied. They are dashed of their hopes and dreams. A emotional and Fnancial impediment of their family’s happiness

and well-being. POSITIVE REINFORCEMENT can go a long way with children with autism, so make an effort to “catch them

doing something good.” Praise them when they act appropriately or learn a new skill.

Possibly the most famous anti-vaccine activist in the US  is JENNY MCCARTHY. She has a son possibly misdiagnosed with

autism. She holds a degree in autism, its causes and treatments from “The University of Google.”  The thimerosal, the speciFc

compound that Carrey argues can lead to autism, still it used  some vaccines for Uu. During January 4–April 2, 2015, a total of

155 measles cases in U.S. Were either unvaccinated 45%, 18% HAD RECEIVED MEASLES VACCINE.

About 1 in 6 children in the United States had a developmental disability in 2006-2008, ranging from mild disabilities such as

speech and language impairments to serious developmental disabilities, such as intellectual disabilities, cerebral palsy, and

autism. About 1 in 68 children has been identiFed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD). ASD is almost 5 times more common

among boys than among girls.

A CHILD’S IMMUNE SYSTEM IS STIMULATED DAILY by antigens (any substance that the body regards as potentially dangerous

and against which it develops antibodies), that is, everything breathed in, such as dust and pollens as well as viruses and

bacteria. So we must do to keep the immune system?: guarding the microbiota at birth (breast milk). Preventing intestinal

dysbiosis with a healthy diet (no grains), loaded with nutrients and phytochemicals. 80% of the immune system in the intestine.

THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, IS TAKING CARE OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM,AND NOT BURDEN THE

BODY, CHEMICALS, DRUGS, VACCINES THAT INTERFERE WITH THEIR NATURAL DEVELOPMENT.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As Dr. Mercola stated, "If your baby has suboptimal gut Uora, vaccines can become the proverbial "last straw"; there is also a

problem with replenishing the gut Uora, in all of us, that has taken some time to establish. A baby's gut has not been fully

developed and greater care is needed. Even MMR shots are ridiculously too strong for a Frst grader who is usually around the

age of 5 or 6. I mean too strong, because they are set up for a child of around the age of 10. Since there are over 63 known

human, and different, gut or friendly Uora, recolonizing all of them after medical intervention may not be an easy possibility.

Medical intervention: is chemo, radiation, antibiotics, vaccines, cough medicine, anti-histamines, etc. Who gains from all of this

so called medical help? Certainly not all the human pin cushions.
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acs4457
Joined On 10/7/2014 8:01:10 AM
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Why don't people try this route to attempt changing the status quo, as well ? I only came across it last week myself. US citizens

should know about it. Looks one can start your own petition. I don't know whether " outsiders" may participate. Dr M. could start

a petition, load votes Frst to an allotted amount , say 500,000, an them dump all of them on the petition site simultaneously ? It

might just frighten someone. petitions.whitehouse.gov
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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If people were educated about the pharmacology of natural remedies, they might not feel the "need' for vaccines and they might

realize that these dangerous, toxic substances are not the only "Solution". Barbfeick, well said! In addition, consider that when

any substance is injected into the blood, it bypasses the digestive processes which transform it chemically. The implications of

that are many-fold and enormous. Autoimmune attack, toxicity, and their offshoots. Sometimes, ignorance is not always bliss.
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jamessmom
Joined On 1/20/2011 7:26:43 AM
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As I've said on this website several times, I have three living children: The Frst was born in 1988 and was fully vaccinated. He has

autism, multiple food allergies, immune problems, migraines, and is continually sick. When he was 12, the school nurse insisted that

he had to have 3 Hep shots for school attendance. He became so sick that he had to drop out of school and was seriously ill for 10

months. My second child, born in 1992, was fully vaccinated, and she has multiple food allergies and is chemically sensitive to

ordinary shampoos, soaps, etc. My third child, born in 1999, died before he came home from the hospital because the doctor refused

to listen to me when I said there was something seriously wrong with the baby.

Then I got wise. My fourth child, born in 2002, received NO shots, NO antibiotics, does not get checkups with an MD, and is perfectly

healthy, eats whatever she wants, and has no health problems whatsoever. Oh, she has drunk raw milk for the last eight years, and if

they make it illegal in my state, I plan to become an outlaw to keep getting it. Dr. Mercola: You mention there are no long-term studies

of vaccinated vs. unvaccinated kids. Why don't you start one? There must be more families like mine. My son is now 26, so I know the

long-term outcome of his health. I would love to be in such a study.
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Robert123456
Joined On 8/14/2014 10:00:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

German Andreas Bachmair has made it his life work to compare data of vaccinated children to that of unvaccinated. The

German government publishes the KIGGS study. It contains the annual health outcomes of the population. Bachmair shows a

group of now 15 000 unvaccinated Fll out the same questionnaire and then compare the results. Red is unvaccinated:

www.wanttoknow.nl/wp-content/uploads/gevaccineerd-vergeleken-met-ongev..
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jamessmom
Joined On 1/20/2011 7:26:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for giving me the link to the German research! Unfortunately, my kids Ft the research of both groups. My son, who

became horribly ill after the Hep B shots he was in the Ffth grade, is doing a little better sixteen years later, but neither of the

vaccinated kids have the vibrant health of my third, only unvaccinated child. Recently we had our DNA analyzed, and my son has

severe mitochondrial insuNciency, whereas my unvaccinated daughter's mitochondria are normal. I wonder what caused what

in my son's case. By the way, my daughter started high school, and I submitted a 30-age vaccine exemption request. (In my

state, you have to provide speciFc religious reasons for each shot you are refusing, and that takes a lot of writing.) I never heard

from the school, and they haven't kicked her out yet. If you want a copy of my magnum opus, please contact me through this

website.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good for you!  My heart breaks for your Frst borns. I have been drinking raw milk for at least two years.  It is sold by my butcher

and is labels for animal consumption only.  I get a kick out of that.  I can feed it to my animals but not to myself as per the

wonderful those in the know.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the oNce of a school, I saw a list posted of allergic responses in the kids. It was shocking to see how many had anaphylaxis.

About 25% of them! No kidding. So what gives rise to such an augmented statistic? Correlation does Not Equal Causation?

Denying the facts is good science? Oh really? This gives rise to nothing but skepticism and distrust. With excellent reason.

Jamessmom, thank you for telling us your amazing story. So tragic, so wrongful. We are sorry you have suffered so much. But

you are here to tell us something important, and to help other people in so doing. Thank you for that. Blessings on you and your

offspring.
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EstherOul
Joined On 6/11/2021 5:31:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha, my raw milk used to have a warning on the label:  "For dogs and cats only." The Amish farmer said that this warning satisFed

the state oNcials who were trying to close down their business. When I chuckled about this simple solution to what could have
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been the end to their business, she remarked, "Yes, a simple solution for simple minds."
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JanMcT
Joined On 11/15/2014 3:28:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I developed Multiple Sclerosis after having a Hep. B vaccine. The product information sheet even stated that MS could be a rare side

effect of this vaccine but that probably wouldn't happen to me (so I thought). I was made to have this vaccine as part of my conditions

of employment. The ridiculous part about it that there was very little chance of me contracting Hep. B in the Frst place. Other people in

my workplace also developed auto immune disease following their Hep. B vaccine - rheumatoid arthritis; arthritis; lupus; psoaroasis

and reiter's syndrome to name a few. I will never have another vaccine again in my life.
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visioneer29
Joined On 10/17/2007 5:12:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And now, they're giving the insidious Hepatatis B vaccine to CHILDREN, as a condition of their attending public school! I had an

argument a few years ago with a cousin-in-law, an R.N., who insisted that Hep B could be spread through saliva. Well, when I

was 16, my then boyfriend got Hep B by using intravenous drugs. I did not, and I didn't get it by kissing him, so there goes that

theory right down the drain. She was insistent. I Fnally suggested we agree to disagree. I'm so sorry this vaccine did you great

harm. Among other things, please try using organic oat straw tea as the 'water' for all your teas and soups. The high silicon

content protects the myelin sheath of the nerves. Health and peace.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HI, I have MS and didn't give my kids the Hept B shot. They withheld the cookie/juice that the other kids got that got the shot so

my kids felt bad.  I had to sign a wavier and talk to the nurse about it. People in France were getting MS symptoms from the shot

at the time. I am glad I didn't give them the shot and wish they didn't get the other vaccines also.
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eiggod8
Joined On 9/18/2009 8:16:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I asked my grocery store pharmacist for the data sheet(that comes with each box) for Fluvirin, the 2015-16 version which they

were pushing. It clearly states in the Fne print that the vaccine contains thimerosal--25 mcg of  mercury in each 0.5mL dose

from the multidose vial. Also an alphabet soup of additives including polymyxin, neomycin, betapropiolactone, and nonylphenol

ethoxylate. Perhaps showing this to Uu shot believers who think they are free of mercury would help to educate.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JanMcT; You may want to look at the mineral copper, as a food grade supplement, and its relationship with the myelin sheet of

the brain, and Multiple Sclerosis. If you cannot Fnd anything, message me, and I will give you the particulars. As with any

comments, talk it over with your health care provider.
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NikkiEagle
Joined On 8/19/2015 6:07:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I lost my short term memory after having to go through "revaccinations" for a hospital job eight years ago. I didn't think it was a

big deal because at the time I believed in the mythology.  Too bad for me!  Coming back from that nightmare was hell....thank

GOD for Dr. Mercola and his articles, and his high-test vitamins;  I detoxed and juiced using Gerson Protocols, got rid of all

chemical products (both household and personal) and completely changed my life.  -Not one of the complicit high priests of the

Cult of Pharma warned me of the potential for getting six shots at once.  Not one.  I pray every day that this malevolent and sick

disease industry goes down in Uames and every single pusher in the system has a massive Come to Jesus moment.
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Tiger-eye
Joined On 8/6/2007 10:43:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our previously healthy, six year old grandson had a Ft and was admitted to hospital unconscious after having had his 'pre-school'

vaccine booster shots. VERY luckily he did make a complete recovery and, in later years, was in the top Fve students in the country in

his university entrance exams, getting a double Frst at Oxford. Thanks to his mother, he had a very good level of nutrition as a child

which I feel enabled him to Fght off the violent assault to his immune system caused by the vaccines.  He told me that, although

seeming deeply unconscious, he could hear our voices but was completely unable to respond.  Although we reported the vaccine

reaction to the doctor, our horrifying experience was totally rejected as being in any way related to the vaccinations ! The medical

profession does not even wish to hear any possible reports of reactions...probably because they fear being sued,  as they may be

liable rather tnan the vaccine manufacturers.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pathogens are generally secondary to compromised health and the immune system which our CAFO like CHFO (plus industrial toxins)

guarantees...The germ theory makes sense on the surface till you notice these pathogens proliferate in acidic/hypoxic/low charge

situations.  Vaccines are a big money maker, nutrition and detox are not...ONt or ProNt?
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Forbidden - CHFO - controlled human feeding operation is a subsection of CAFO controlled animal feeding operation - it's all

"controlled" - the psychopathic choice of deciding against yourself indicates a lack of intuitive trust - this is caused by a

pathogen termed "The Zombie Factor" - the gullibility necessary to swallow this pathogen is facilitated by the Zombie Canditate

- a sequel to the Manchurian Canditate - they are known as "sleepers" - this name is descriptive in it's origin - they only accept

"junk food" as fuel - it slowly erodes the cortex and pineal - thought is painfully confused and distressing - the key to the Zombie

mentality is uber Zombies [ like King Zombie Bill Gates] do all your thinking for you - Zombie receptors are tuned to everything

they are told to believe - many energy meridians are permanently blocked in order to prevent "independent thought" - hence the

pain and confusion that "truth" elicits - this is in line with Wilhelm Reich's theory of cancer
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gdamien
Joined On 3/3/2013 3:17:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uber Zombies..? That was good, Stan.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi gdamien - "control" implies "being controlled" - this fantasy that invades the popular mind - is that "control is a personal hold

on the individual reality" - stress belies this fantasy - it's like the carrot on the pole with the donkey chasing after it
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stan... or maybe arrested development into adulthood..Govt/religions/universities/media become en loco parentis...and who

wants to grow up?  Obey your parents, obey these jerks, brush your teeth and go to bed...no worries... I loved this;

www.democracynow.org/2014/11/14/russell_brand_on_revolution_Fghting_i..
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes the Russell Brand sermon is conFrmatory - "in loco parentis" is the bigger "control" picture - hence the mania that all control

junkies exhibit as an addictive need - "I am superior to you so you must obey me" - so commonplace
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rinske
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:24:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@forbiddenhealing Thanks for the link, there is hope for our future :) I will forward this to many.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A CHILD’S IMMUNE SYSTEM IS STIMULATED DAILY by antigens (any substance that the body regards as potentially dangerous

and against which it develops antibodies), that is, everything breathed in, such as dust and pollens as well as viruses and

bacteria. So we must do to keep the immune system?: guarding the microbiota at birth (breast milk). Preventing intestinal

dysbiosis with a healthy diet (no grains), loaded with nutrients and phytochemicals. 80% of the immune system in the intestine.

In this web of DR. SARAH BALLANTYNE IS THE PALEO DIET FOR CHILDREN IN A PLEASANT, COMPLETE WITH RIGOR.. A tour

of proper DIETS IS MADE BY AGE: paleo for kids, pregnancy, for babies, for younger kids and older kids for paleo topics for

families. www.thepaleomom.com/paleo-for-kids  THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION, IS TAKING CARE OF

THE IMMUNE SYSTEM,AND NOT BURDEN THE BODY, CHEMICALS, DRUGS, VACCINES THAT INTERFERE WITH THEIR NATURAL

DEVELOPMENT.
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Ricardo5
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Would anyone care to read a page full of Big Pharma lies? This is a huge part of the global tyranny.

www.immunizebc.ca/.../pertussis
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM
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There's a good possibility that many things are involved in autism..vaccines being the crowning blow...Roundup, thousands of

other chemicals, mother's unhealthy biome/modern diet/lack of contact w nature, even vaxx triggered retrovirus....Autism

doesn't seem to happen in traditional cultures..Alzheimer's either...both brain-Uame.. hard to place blame.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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ricardo - there is no end to pharmaceutical marketing/ sales LIES - a dead body or an life long damaged child is no impediment

to scum that want to sell poison

Guillermou - pharmaceuticals and their lap dogs Medical Doctors do not care in the least about immunioty - if they did they

would not have immunity against brain damage - and they would publically publish the supoosed lack of claims against them -

doctors would report damaged patients and not suppress this information - and the special Courts would not Fght claims - this

is a FARCE Made In Hell

Forbidden - there might be many triggers - but vaccination looks highly probable on the basis of statistics - 30 years ago autism

occurrence 1 in 10000 - today 1 in 50 - predicted in ten years 1 in 2 - this will utterly destroy the future of those natural citizens

of the USA - the trend is more and more injections because Bill Gates says so - the Devil's Personal Philanthropist
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Yes Stan; it's quite the mess in with this new age of corporate control. I don't recall hearing or reading anything about Whooping

Cough, before people began vaccinating against it!
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stanleybecker - it's funny that you mention "Manchurian Candidate". I had been thinking the about the same thing recently and

was also going to mention it here. Project MK Ultra - ring any bells for anyone? Did the CIA really "end" the program back in

1977. Or did they merely turn it over to Biotech (like Monsanto) and Pharma corporations, in order to propagate control through

our food and pharmaceuticals (IE: GMOs, vaccines)?sometimes-interesting.com/.../project-mkultra  Is the current proliferation

of "damaged" Autistic children maybe just the foundation of our Manchurian Zombie Empire to come?
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respected ancestor   W R   www.youtube.com/watch
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I know of a former marine who got very sick with "Gulf War Syndrome" from the experimental vaccines she was given as a marine..

She suffered with her health problems for years and did a lot of research about vaccines. She said that vaccine makers are not

required by law to list all of the ingredients, only the ones they deem to be the "main ingredients".

This is a huge problem as it allows the criminals in government and Big Pharma to put whatever they like into the vaccines without

telling people. There is a recent news story about how a sterilizing agent was sneaked into vaccines given to African girls to make

them infertile. www.youtube.com/watch   We have to know that they're probably sneaking things into all of the vaccines, not just the

ones in Africa, and they don't have to mention it to us if it's not a main ingredient. God only knows what they're putting in the vaccines.

Maybe they're adding trace amounts of extra ingredients (who knows what?) and that could be why the autism rate is going up and up

and up every year. I think they have a sinister agenda.
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kefa55
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I have my doubts that vaccines ever did anything good for our health. What ever disease I was vaccinated for, I've got it. plus dyslexia

as additional perk. Now days it is obvious that vaccination is designed for money extortion in two ways. Directly from the revenue it

provides to the pharmaceutical industry and indirectly by making people sick and herding them to hospitals for additional plundering.

Recently new addition for use of vaccines was added and that is spreading infectious diseases. Unfortunately great majority of people

are Tel a lie Vision fanatics and believe what they are served through major media. This is why lies are still passing for truth and the

truth is being ridiculed and suppressed. The only reason that I can see in vaccination not devastating human population is the fact that

we manifest with our thoughts so what you think is good, is good. Even poisons taken with belief that they are doing you good have

beneFcial effects on our health. "Medicinal remedies" are one example of this. I love this time of awakening as the things are falling in

their place making us aware of the power we possess. If you are one of those with doubt listen today at 11 am EST to radio show on

cellular awareness. It is on Blog talk radio and you can access it through darkovelcek.wordpress.com   Love you all.
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rinske
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:24:54 AM
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" The only reason that I can see in vaccination not devastating human population is the fact that we manifest with our thoughts

so what you think is good, is good. Even poisons taken with belief that they are doing you good have beneFcial effects on our

health. "Medicinal remedies" are one example of this." Kefa55, I totally believe this; what you think is whet you get, whether you

like it or not.

I see this often, folks who are happy and oblivious often aren't harmed by the junk they eat, yet those conscious of the bad of

junk cannot tolerate is. If I have no choice but to eat junk I make a mental note to bless it and thank anything that had to give up

it's life for me to have this and the food will not upset my stomach. All other times I eat very healthy and with gratitude as well.

I am pondering this: Do children who get vaccinated believe that it is good for them; maybe this is why they get autism. It may

be a negative and scary experience for them. Some parents are stressed and nervous while holding their babies so they can get

jabbed. I took my children (197O's - wouldn't do it now) and purposely held them on my lap with love and conFdence. What do

you think? If the babies think it is good, is good. If the babies think it is no good, is no good.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/15/2014 7:45:28 AM
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our current Education System is so focused on specialization ( and lies ) that scientiFc advancement is barely crawling along.

The PTB are focused on maintaining status quo. The changes and developments are coming so fast, that they can't maintain

control without draconian attacks
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RobinMS
Joined On 12/2/2012 1:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have two grandchildren, one with Aspergers who had their Frst two sets of vaccines and his sister with juvenile diabetes, which there

is also an epidemic.  Google siblings with both.  It's big.  Their older brothers, sisters and cousins, had all their vaccines but they were

all born prior to 1992 when vaccine was much less.   We have one granddaughter-in-law who is "buying into" all the hype and just got

our 4 1/2 mos. old grandson a "brand new" vaccine.  His leg tripled in size that day.  I worked in the medical Feld for over 40 years and

most of the docs I worked with, "abhorred" the drug companies coming in but still bought into drugs.  I try my hardest to avoid.  When

is it going to stop?  I don't believe in conspiracy theories but I will make an exception in this case.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM
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I don't understand why anti-vacc people say some vaccines are good.  If they honestly studied vaccines, they'd realize that vaccines

don't work.........period.
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SocraticDog
Joined On 6/11/2008 11:27:22 PM
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Bingo!  My experience also.  I started studying them to Fgure out a sensible modiFed schedule for my kids, after I had to Fght

off the nurses with their Hep B vaccine 15 mins after the birth of my Frst.  He got lucky, his dad happened to know a fair bit

about Hep B and its risk factors (meaning, absolutely zero risk for a baby from a mother screened for Hep B as part of routine

pre-natal screening).  Anyway, the more I read, the more I learned, the more I realized....the only sensible modiFed schedule is

NO vaccines. Kids unvaccinated, 3, 5 and  6 years old, healthy as little bulls.  Wouldn't want them in any outcome study

comparing vaccinated and unvaccinated kids.  Could unfairly skew the data.  How about we recruit the unvaccinated kids

in....hospitals!  Perfect!
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Don't be fooled by big pharma propaganda.  Disease spread through poor sanitation and living/working conditions.  Polio was

mainly the result of pesticides like DDT.
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Farmercist, thank you!! Your comment about the true cause of disease and not to be fooled by BigPharma's propaganda for

proFt, is really really important. Readers, please vote this one up to the top of the forum! What Farmercist is saying should be

obvious, but most people either don't realize or don't think about this. Thank you Farmercist!
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Today we have repeated 112 comments made on 11-19-16. I make a new synthesis comment about autism. Breast milk may reduce

the risk of autism in children who are genetically prone, according to a study published today in the scientiFc journal "The Proceedings

of the National Academy of Sciences". The research, which addresses the relationship between breastfeeding, genes and the ability to

perceive emotions, was led by scientist Kathleen Krol of the Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences in Leipzig (Germany).

Secretory antibodies in breast milk promote long-term intestinal homeostasis by controlling the intestinal microbiota and the

expression host gene. www.tandfonline.com/.../eci.10.18  ~ www.pnas.org/search?fulltext=Autism+and+breast+milk&submit=yes&..  

Immunologists classify autoimmune diseases into two groups, diseases with TH1 domain or TH2 domain. The immune system has

two branches, the cell-type immune response, which is the initial attack against the invaders and which we call TH1, and the humoral

or antibody-based immune response, which we call TH2. In a person who does not have an autoimmune disease, the activity of the

two branches TH1 and TH2 is balanced, the branch that attacks and the branch that produces antibodies. But when someone has an

autoimmune disease, there is a polarity, one side dominates the other. That is why many immunologists classify these diseases as

diseases with TH1 domain or TH2 domain. The results of studies that demonstrate an immune system dysfunction in children with

autism point to the need to continue the research effort in this area. Most studies are based on heterogeneous autism populations

with a number of limited cases. hypotiroidismo.blogspot.com.es/2012_04_01_archive.html  ~

www.epistemonikos.org/en/documents/13af3d9202c9354918118c8f102c8ee0f81..
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The great disproportion between boys and girls with an Autism Spectrum Disorder was analyzed by an international team of

researchers. The study entitled "SHANK1 Deletions in Males with Autism Spectrum Disorder," published in the journal "American

Journal of Human Genetics," was conducted by an international team of researchers led by the Children's Hospital (SickKids) of

Toronto and McMaster University in Hamilton. Ontario.

autismodiario.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/autism-male-disorder.pdf  

Studies on people with autism show that it affects more boys than girls, and it is also more prevalent in developed countries

than it is in the developing world and the Third World. US 1 in 60, has autism, as reported by Dr. Mercola, and Japan is another

example of this, with an oNcial autism rate of 161 cases per 10,000 people Vaccines, as well as transgenics, pollution, gluten,

corn syrup, and water Uuoridation can all be part of the fault. However, the increase in the disease was caused by the

introduction of new vaccines. www.worldatlas.com/articles/countries-with-the-highest-rates-of-autism..  

Researchers at the UC Davis Institute MIND have found pregnant women with higher levels of inUammatory cytokines and

chemokines, proteins that control communication between cells of the immune system, may have a signiFcantly higher risk of

having a child with autism. The researchers observed that maternal immune activation can lead to differences in maternal

cytokines, inUuenced by environmental toxins, such as pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls, etc. Maternal cytokine and

chemokine levels, mid-gestation, can also interact, with other potential risk factors, such as the genetics of the parents.

www.nature.com/.../mp201677a.html  ~ ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/.../11191
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hi Gui - the situation concerning iatrogenic interventions into the gestation of the child strikes me as "criminal impatience" - the

eugenics vector of the pharmaceutical industry feels it can guarantee autism if the process of injecting Flth [mercury, aluminum,

peanut oil, viral components] into the crucial balance of gestational homeostasis so that the child in its pre-birth state is

condemned to emotional and intelligence challenges it otherwise would not have had - to "zomblify the intention the eugenics

mentality is grooming the new born to chronic Fnancial and organic servitude - "money for jam" -  as the English like to say - or

"as easy as taking candy from a baby".

I'm sure that the alienated insatiable valuation of money grubbing plutocrats is behind this blatant child abuse - as a species the

value of birth has become egotistically rejected in the gloriFcation of self - when Bill Gates looks into the mirror he sees God -

this is what insane asylums are meant for - keeping Bill Gates removed from his fellow species - if this is not done autism will

become the norm - and it has almost reached this point - remember if your child escapes autism he/she is still being robbed of

IQ levels - Gates is a monomaniac that sees everything in a pathological light - so this madman propagandizes that as "God" he

is omnipotent - lock this guy away so that he can stop proFting from the abuse of Mankind
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Gui - as far as "pesticides" and "herbicides" and "fungicides" are concerned - these are all ANTI BIOLOGICAL - and guess what??

- humans are also "biological" - like they call sugar different names on labels to disguise the ingredient - so they call homicidal

substances by other names in order to mask the fact that they kill human beings - they put these poisons in the food chain and

call them "pesticides" [also known as Glyphosate/ Dicamba/ Atrazine] - Hitler said the Jews were pests - they used a pesticide

[Zyklon B ] - Bayer produced this pesticide for killing Jews and Romany's and the disadvantaged - I don't want to zomblicate [=

complicate] this but pesticides are killers of human beings
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I have a 21 year old son that for years I told his pediatrician that my son had something wrong with him. I could never get him to agree

he shrugged it off to Learning Delayed, no big deal. Well it is a big deal now! Every day I beat myself up asking what I DID WRONG for

our son to end up with something wrong. I had 2 healthy daughters who are 5 yrs and 2.5 yrs older than their brother.  Many people

would ask me if he was autistic, had retardation etc. These were professionals such as our dentist his kindergarten teacher. The

answer his pediatrician gave me when I would share these people's concern was that "no, no he's just learning delayed". Well I had be

shared with by many how vaccines back in my son's early life could lead to autism.  I have to say I'm a Frm believer that this is what

has caused his problem in life which I did take him elsewhere 17 yrs later too late and he has been diagnosed with MMR which is mild

mental retardation and mild aspergers. I cry ever day, I hate myself that I didn't do something sooner and just love my son and give him

the best life he can have.
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Thank you lkgagliardi for sharing your heartbreaking real-time story.  The emotional pain and blame that you express most

assuredly will keep real the need for us all call for change in order to keep our kids and loved ones safe from medical harm.

Beyond that your 'Mother's Guilt' or Self Blaming is in general sadly common, we all get it to some degree as was look around at

the 'Perfect' world of families outside of our own.  Your son is your son, a unique spirit, who is not you.  You didn't 'do wrong', as

you say, as you did what is widely accepted as right, by going to the doctors and following their trusted advice.  Guilt is very

draining so best to deal with it by whatever means you use to release the pain and toxicity of it. (I choose forgiveness but

whatever works for you.)  Also Remember to ask for help when you need it. You can do this, everything's going to be Fne.

Strength and Mercy and Peace on your journey.
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Dr William Thompson senior scientists from the CDC says that information connecting MMR to autism was hidden.
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philosophy 101 - Epiminedes Paradox - " Epiminedes a Cretan [from the island of Crete] says that all Cretans are liars" - is

Epiminedes lying? - go Fgure
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Only violent criminals seek to cover up their crimes. Clearly they have something to hide and are guilty.
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Oh man, what a day. Just listened to Dr Datis K discussing how environmental toxins may be (are) leading to autoimmunity...people

reacting to BPA, latex or Fre retardants may be bringing them over a threshold and triggering autoimmunity (any organ, although the

thyroid seems most prevalent). Then watching this movie pushed me over the brink. It is bad enough we live in a chemical soup, that

we are now pushing so many heavy metals into the youngest members of society. As outside, so inside? Somehow proFt margins have

trumped common sense, and ethics has Uown the coop in favor of corporate greed. The vaccine makers have a lot of blood on their

hands, and govt reaction deFes any logic. After all is said and done, it appears a case of following the money; not planning for the

future of humans on earth.
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Excellent comment, rrealrose. - Horsea.
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I'd suggest the government reaction is extremely logical.  It all depends on their intention.  If their intention is to decimate a

good part of the world's human population, the reaction makes sense.  When all else is ruled out, what remains MUST be the

answer. It's pretty clear that anyone who trusts government is a damn fool.  That's a starting point, take it from there.  It's

certainly not restricted to health issues.  For example, why would ISIS attack France (as the government tells us), when it is

Russia destroying them?  Why would a suicide bomber (or a 9/11 plane hijacker) carry his passport? Almost like there's

something else going on there. Something hidden.  Some other agenda.  Nah....I trust my government.
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I think reducing chemical exposure in life is part of the greater picture of getting well and staying well. And in ancient Rome and

Greece, people did detox baths and saunas, cleanses as a routine, because of endogenously generated toxins, or internal, as a

result of metabolic processes. They did not have cars, planes, chemicals to assault them from every direction, every single day,

numbering in the thousands. Our bodies simply were not designed to cope with this onslaught. At the rate we are going, we may

drive the whole planet to extinction. Mission accomplished? It's time for this to stop, at last. We have the power of the purse and

can vote with our dollars, and take self protective action. The solution rests with us.
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I believe in protecting children from serious illness. I don't believe in a government/pharmaceutical system that knows that there will

be some who must be sacriFced for the greater good. What is happening in this country with vaccines is nothing short of criminal. I

challenge dr mercola to do the vaccinated vs unvaccinated study. There is a lot of anti-talk about vaccines but every year there is a

new vaccine released. We are losing this war. We need someone who has the guts to take on the government and the vaccine

producers!!!
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re: Why Won’t the CDC Study Health Outcomes? The CDC does not study health, and has to techniques and no intention to study

healthiness. The CDC studies only illness and is blind to health. There are no studies of vaccinations with respect to healthiness, only

studies about illness. Medicine is half blind - the larger half: health.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hi there - why would Modern Medicine study health? - Health is Bad for Business - health is contraindicated for proFt - Vaccines

are part of the product line of sickening substances that generate the bucks for pharmaceuticals - the Zombie Complex which is

a Modern Disease that prevents the suckers from comprehending the reality of Modern Business Practices
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Stanleybecker, it should be legislated as a crime (and probably by legal argument, already is) to intentionally make people sick

or cause death. In fact, on the California bar's website, it is stated that to hasten death is legally, murder.

Versatile, so well said, thank you!!! Bravo!!! The newest *real* medical paradigm. Anything less than that is...let's call this

out...quackery. I am talking about mainstream chemical "medicine".
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DLARAH
Joined On 11/6/2014 3:51:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quoted from text above: >healthy and safe from unnecessary harm?  What a quote! Is any harm necessary, ever? As posted yesterday,

vaccinations were invented based on a faulty and fraudulent infection theory by Louis Pasteur [who actually recanted on his death

bed], which has been dis-proven in Australia by conscientious scientists , who were not "bought" by big pharma. - So called diseases

run in two phases and it is the second phase, which makes one feel ill, but it is actually the healing phase. So why would ANYBODY

want to inoculate against HEALING ??? This points to the fact, that ANY and ALL vaccinations are not only redundant, but in many

cases harmful, and, coming back to the opening quote - is it ever necessary to harm at all ???
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jackrabbit7
Joined On 9/24/2009 6:45:19 AM
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Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for providing the Vaccination Flm. It did a Fne job of poking holes in the blanket of deceit that sellers of

vaccines throw over the public, mongering fear and destroyed lives in the name of being a "good citizen."  Thank you for challenging

the sheep-herding of humanity toward Big Pharma's monetary gain amassed on the destroyed health and very lives of innocent

people. Thank you for pointing the way to a BETTER SOLUTION for the health and happiness of all people.
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MaxPont
Joined On 9/22/2007 2:51:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do whatever it takes to avoid the needle. Tell them that you already got the shot at another clinic far away. Try to Fnd someone who

can be "persuaded" to Flling in the forms without actually giving you the shot. Be creative.
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tryingtobenlighted
Joined On 2/27/2014 1:51:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its time we stop idolizing and listening to doctors, they are just prostitutes for the vaccine manufacturers.  Since when was it bad to

live out your life, without constant pressure from doctors and the pharmaceutical companies to control your every move?  How about

just living life until you die from natural causes?  This is their worst nightmare and somehow they've gotten the majority to believe they

can give you a higher quality of life-but in reality their recommended lifestyle is low quality and you lose your freedom to live with

dignity and die when its time.
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Julianaleo
Joined On 10/10/2015 6:41:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everything DOESNT happen for a reason.  I hated hearing what this Mother said to Gabby.   There is always a reason for what happens,

whether it's self imposed, or imposed by outside forces.  This is the world we live in :-(  If a child gets sick because of a vaccine - how

is this something that happened because of this young girl?  If a car hits you on a highway, how is this Suppose to happen?  Accidents

happen, mistakes happen, being Decieved happens on purpose.   Things Happen - there is always a reason, even if unforeseen.  

Wrong place at the wrong time.

It was heartbreaking hearing about each family...knowing that It MAY  have been avoided.  Human Error takes more toll on humanity &

Perhaps...Mankind in general is putting TO MUCH FAITH in this Condition of Error.  Knowing what I know now about this world...makes

me sick because People have been led to trust Governments, Doctors, Food,...the list is long.  And , even Religion has Deceived people

about God - the one whom we should have been trusting all along.  Just saying...Perhaps people are Fnally Seeing Things for the way

they truly are - An Unstable System of THINGS - that can not be trusted.  SO, WHO do You trust?

www.jw.org/en/publications/books/bible-teach/why-does-god-allow-suffer..
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radiantjulie
Joined On 8/17/2012 6:31:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FANTASTIC post today!  Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for your dedication, vigilance, meticulousness and courage over the years,

researching and disseminating the information that can heal our world, if we choose to access it!  You are my hero!  Julie  (former

research biochemist turned holistic psychotherapist)
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I originally posted on this article on the 15 November 2014 - today, three years on I have one over riding thought - that the Orwellian

translation of the peer pressure propaganda coercion should not termed "The Greater Good" - but according to the Ministry of Truth

Orwell would have demanded that this appeal to CONFORMITY should be termed "The Greater Bad" - because pathology in Modern

Society has overwhelmed sanity and dominantly demands the undermining of social health - this is the Zombie Complex a Modern

Disease characterized by "following orders"/ "obeying authority automatically" [knee jerk Babinski ReUex] - the herd moves to the cow

prod of OTHER DIRECTEDNESS -

"Go Kill Yourself" is an order that every Zombie Fnds irresistable - cos Big Brother/ Big Daddy/ Big Mommy says so - if you don't obey

you will be OSTRACIZED - Zombies would rather die slowly and painfully than be accused of NON CONFORMITY - non conformity is

according to the Masters of the Universe [like the Rockefellers and Bill Gates] is a "REFUSAL TO OBEY" - Bill Gates solved this problem

in Malawi by using guns to force compliance - the Zombie Complex cultivates the Orwellian Truth that Gates and the Rockefellers

LOVE YOU! - is there a Cure for the Zombie Complex? - Dr Mercola suggests "no Junk Food", no antibiotics, no contaminants or

adulterants - this translates to NO VACCINATIONS - stop contributing to the already massive bank accounts of Bill Gates and the

Rockefellers and PROTECT your child's BRAIN
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan the zombie world does not wake up to the threat of vaccines, their terrible damage to the immune system, especially

in children. The vaccines have carcinogenic additives, antigens and genetically modiFed neurotoxins, and they are injected into

the muscle tissue of children with the lie-excuse, to strengthen immunity, against diseases, which they have not seen since our

grandparents were children.

Some for money, others for ignorance, are blinded by the lies of large pharmaceutical companies, and there is no possibility of

establishing an ethical reality. The parents are being deceived, sacriFcing their innocent children with syringes full of toxins

designed to destroy the immune system, and generate customers of the big pharmaceutical corporations, for all life, multiplying

their money in tax havens.

Few people know the deep degree of corruption that exists in the CDC. In spite of the denunciations of scientists and Nobel

prizes on this problem. The CDC and the chemical maFa continue to bury tests to safeguard the vaccine industry. Dr. William

Thompson, a research scientist at the CDC, destroyed critical evidence linking the MMR vaccine to autism.

VAXXED: Documentary that exposes the CDC, autism and vaccines, proves that Dr. Frank DeStephano, Dr. Coleene Boyle

(Director of the Department of Birth Defects and Developmental Disabilities), and the former director of the CDC, Dr. Julie

Gerberding (who is currently the executive vice president of the pharmaceutical giant Merck) was involved in the intentional and

literal destruction of research that demonstrated the relationship between MMR and autism, especially in black children under 3

years of age with a risk 236% of developing autism for these injections.
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hi Gui - yes, the documentary "Vaxxed" exposes all the crude vulgar LOW LIFE predatoriness that uses babies "right to life" as

currency - eugenics even have upped the total disrespect for life by making money out of fetuses [selling abortion body parts

for proFt] - this is the Rockefeller funded Planned Parenthood clinics that Daddy Gates ran for the Rockefellers and taught his

son as Bill's exemplar on how to conduct your life - this is the Savior Gates as his propaganda instructs us to believe - this guy

was brainwashed by his dad and the Rockefellers that killing people is a service to Mankind - and the Zombies swallow this

python whole
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Stan. The struggle for freedom and human rights must be promoted by all people, with high ideals. The health of people

and the ecosystem, is in danger, the point of inUection, must begin. These days, Dr. Mercola, is divulging with great emphasis, in

his reports, the great dangers of vaccination. The situation in the whole world, of promulgating the obligatory vaccination,

required it. Today we have found, with excellent publications, the numerous commentators on Dr. Mercola's website. I join the

demonstration of Stan, to ask these great commentators to come back, for all united, and under the tutelage of Dr. Mercola, we

manage to defeat, the predators who without scruples, want this world to be unavoidable!!!! Everyone together!!!! “Freedom

means the supremacy of human rights everywhere. Our support goes to those who struggle to gain those rights and keep them.

Our strength is our unity of purpose. To that high concept there can be no end save victory.” Franklin D. Roosevelt
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

great Roosevelt quote there Gui - Roosevelt was opposing fascism - this is to whom he addresses his words - the syndicalists

that call themselves multi national Corporations - right now, are acting in an unrepentant fashion as they carve up our planet

and contaminate our earth with biological poisons - our "right to life" is being hijacked by these CONTROLLING powers -

systemic poisons like Glyphosate [ RoundUp] have an anti biological effect for 100s of years - we, [Man] are killing all our

dependent co-species - and YOU CAN'T WASH IT OFF - its integrated into the GMO fruit/ vegetable/ grain/ plant fed animal- like

bees and nematodes and on and on - [ Bill Gates has never heard of the word "symbiosis" ] - will it all end up with a mass die out

with a few non Junk Food survivors scratching around like chickens searching for some protein?
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree Stanley, 'go kill yourself' is really true, 'they have no idea' that, that is the agenda of these Pond Slimes.
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Aussiemama
Joined On 8/24/2017 6:36:12 AM
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In Australia it was our bloody media (namely the Daily Telegraph) that applaud themselves for essentially having vaccines mandated in

this country especially if you want to use daycare and the education system. My fellow country men are so brain washed into believing

there are NO or such miniscule risks associated with vaccines that, those of us who decline to poisen our young are viliFed far worse

than ISIS (ask any vaccine wary parent), we can have courts order it done or have our children be removed by the State, and the

attacks on us, verbal and non verbal are simply indescribable.

Try Fnding a doctor who will sign an exemption because I sure as hell can't. We have two networks that I am aware of that support non

vaxxers and those unsure but they, too are threatened and harassed both by our government and the sheeple. We don't have the

numbers, organisations or Drs and lawyers that you have in the America that are willing to speak truth to power and protect the

defenseless. What I am curious about is, even though American citizens cannot sue the big pharma thanks to your corrupt Supreme

Court, surely citizens of other nations in possession of the information regarding vaccine risks can legally unite before the Human

Rights Court and force a global investigation into vaccines, big pharma, the elimination of our civil and human rights as instigated by

the pharma and health industries and hold our individual governments accountable? There has to be a way short of civil war for us to

regain our rights and those of our children
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Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM
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In regards to the media, here is this statement by John Swenton a preeminent journalist at a press dinner club organized in his

honor at about a century ago'. "There is not such thing, at this date of the world's history, in America,as an independent

press.You know it and I know it. There is not one of you who dares to write your honest opinions, and if you did, you know

beforehand that it would never appear in print.I am paid weekly for keeping my honest opinion out of the paper I am connected

with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar things, and any of you who would be so foolish as to write honest

opinions would be out on the streets looking for another job.

“If I allowed my honest opinions to appear in one issue of my paper, before twenty-four hours my occupation would be gone.

The business of the journalists is to destroy the truth, to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to

sell his country and his race for his daily bread.You know it and  I know it,and what folly is this toasting an independent

press?We are the tools and vassals of rich men behind the scenes.We are the jumping jacks, they pull the strings and we

dance.Our talents and our lives are all the property of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes".
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Hello Aussiemama, stop playing their game, no QR codes, no testing, no jab. Its simple, to control us they need us to comply.

Stop complying. Simple. I don't own a cell phone and don't use credit cards!  Have no debt to the banksters.  Saw this coming 20

years ago.

Look at this aussie guy  www.bitchute.com/.../kavy9GlMV8ss  

www.fwc.gov.au/documents/decisionssigned/html/2021fwcfb6015.htm

another vid, www.youtube.com/watch

www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 3/30/2010 2:56:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC has been found, thanks to yet another brave whistleblower, to be a Pharma defender despite adverse details found in the

MMR vaccine the ex Pharma implant destroyed the damning evidence lest the world found out conclusively that they lied it was safe to

take MMR.   What a total disgrace and the decision maker who made that decision is probably still in position to this day.  How can

anyone suggest these false CDC morons be allowed to carry out an assessment of vaccine safety when they are in the pockets  of the

Pharma cash cows covering this disgrace up.     The US is being failed by huge commercial interests lobbying brain dead or gullible, or

greedy in some cases, legislation who turn a blind eye or just to frickin lazy to read the small print on behalf of those they are

supposed to really represent.   No not generous Commercial interests but the folk who voted them into this privileged position.
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Joined On 8/20/2012 10:53:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The connection is very clear in regard to how vaccines cause most of the neuro degenerative diseases, but it is the diagnostics being

used to look for the problem that is the stumbling block for those seeking the truth and a convenient "smoke screen" for those

promoting the vaccine agenda motivated by greed and avarice.  What beneFt does a doctor have by supporting the vaccine agenda?

 More involvement in the families of patients, more patients, more revenue.  What advantage does anyone have by rejecting vaccines?

 Having healthier children, not having to spend a lot more money on sickness, more assurance of seeing their children grow up with

none of the typical diseases, disorders, and sickness the vaccinated go through.

ALL vaccines damage the person to whom it is given.  If damage did not occur, the vaccine would not have the desired "CLAIMED"

effect.  There are many parts to the immune system and being injected with poisons is not something found in nature anywhere,

except in being bitten by insects or animals like poisonous snakes.  It takes the body 5 days to clone an antibody that creates

permanent immunity, but that does not, cannot happen from a vaccine, so permanent immunity cannot happen from a vaccine.  

Vaccines are the major contributor to neurological degenerative diseases and disorders.  There are several other factors that are also

contributory, but genetics is a very minor aspect if you are only speaking of the gene deck we are given.  To affect the DNA, stressors

have to come into play and damaging the immune system response is not helpful to creating health and long term  immunity.  Allowing

the immune system to work strengthens the immune system.  Most cold remedies, for example, suppress the immune system

responses and create reactions from the body that reduce your ability to Fght real diseases that happen.  It appears that modern

medicine is more interested in making you comfortable while you deteriorate from the remedies.
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jca652041
Joined On 8/25/2014 12:54:54 PM
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Wait a minute. According to our doctors, the vaccine/Autism connection doesn't exist. Even within the last few months Dr's have

announced that that argument is over. Yet in the next breath the reports are that autism rates are 80% HIGHER than previously thought

Dr. Andrew WakeFeld wasn't even looking at vaccines when he was studying the gut/brain connection in autistic children. He

connected some dots and his career was destroyed. We continue to Fght for the freedom to choose what we do to our bodies yet

California now has mandatory vaccination for children and now the FDA is gearing to go after homeopathy. "We must do something

about these sugar, placebo pills that have killed......well, someone." Not to mention, do you realize that at least 2 of the recent school

shooters were autistic? What have we unleashed within our society that we are being forced to mainstream? Today's society is sick,

sick, sick in more ways than we can even imagine and the control of the people by the global elite pulling the strings is getting tighter

by the minute.
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Good one Dr Mercola: When women get behind an issue such as vaccines, something will happen. When we men defend the family

and act like men, we will help save the world.
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balash
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When I see our "govt leaders" getting these shots on video, I will admit that in fact they are really stupid.
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Or taking a placebo...
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Autistic people commonly have co-morbidities such as epilepsy and digestive problems. Is it possible that the signs of autism

improvement were partially attributed to improving their co-morbidities improving after changing their diets. Autistic people may have

trouble speaking up when there's gut problems. It's more common for them to have muteness, language problems, sensory processing

disorder, and alexithymia. When they're so used to their discomforts, they might not mention about it. They might show it by stimming.

I'm signiFcantly affected by autism and I'm in my late 20s.

I might get better at hiding my autism which may be mistaken for improvements in my autism. It's no way mild. Here's a list of ways

that autism can be an invisible disability: hanlinsblog.wordpress.com/2017/11/09/list-of-ways-that-autism-can-be-a..  Staying healthy

is good for everyone. A healthier brain functions better autistic or not. Maybe a proper exercise program should be give to autistic

people too. It's good for the brain and sleep.
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Polio is very serious. With paralyzed muscles, we have fewer exercise options. Something should really be done to prevent it.

Children have a 1 in 1000 chance of being paralyzed while adults have a 1 in 75 chance. That sounds like we should be

immunized against it during childhood. Disasters such as tsunamis or hurricanes can cause fecal-oral transmission. I'd rather

have the peace of mind. The good news is that new polio cases are reducing. en.wikipedia.org/.../Poliomyelitis
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I wonder if you are aware that most all vaccine product package inserts now contain a warning of the "possible side effect of

Guillian-Barre syndrome? This is polio "redeFned" along with Uaccid paralysis. 400,000 children in the Gates polio campaign in

India have been stricken with this. Why? Because they are using the LIVE polio virus vaccine which was banned in the USA

decades ago because it CAUSED polio. Also puts you at risk for Simian virus 40 because it is grown in green monkey kidneys.

SV40 causes aggressive cancers including brain, lymphoma & osteosarcoma which have exploded in children over last 50

years.
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The politics that prevents medical discussion of the repeatedly observed side effects of vaccination is massive. In practice, recently

saw 17 yr old diagnosed as autistic following massive changes at 4 yrs after vaccination. This is just another case. But parents unable

to ask about link due to the politics of the profession that gives the vaccine treatment. The doctors seem to be in total denial.

Perhaps they need to be for their own welfare! Treatment started routinely with amphetamine therapy to try and get some 'life' back

into the fatigued autistic patient. After a while on amphetamines, toxicity set in with Fts and collapse after the liver can no longer carry

the toxic load. So amphetamines are stopped and the antidepressants are then started resulting in staying in bed all day, unable to

always get to special school. Functional liver testing shows the liver enzyme damage.

As enzymes are improved the recovery starts. Antidepressants gradually stopped. Gut test shows complete absence of lacto bacillus

or biFdus 'friendly' probiotics. Natural treatment now sees a happy energetic teenager really participating in classes and not missing a

day's school for the past term. Is this discontinuation of drug therapy and great recovery one of the reasons proper research into the

real causes and proper treatment of some autistic people never gets done?
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Google "Cry of the Heart" written by a father whose child became autistic.  Immature immune systems  which are defective due to

nutrient deFciencies because of life style of the mother  without proper prenatal care are at the greatest risk. Jolting the infants poor

 immune system with too many vaccines is unconscionable in my opinion and results in adverse immune system reactions that are the

root cause of the problem. The infants immune system is not mature for about 12 months.  This is ignored by the medical profession.

 Mother's milk is the best vaccine available. The fact that most families now two working parents  forces the infant into daycare were

exposure to pathogens is greatly increased.. My twin grandsons were pulled out of daycare and were cared for at home by

co-operative parents who took turns with the mom of another set of twins and lessened the exposure to disease states. Best decision

that was ever made.
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There has been at least one study done comparing the incidence of autism among unvaccinated children and those who had been

vaccinated. Though autism was still evident in the unvaccinated group, it's incidence was much less than the vaccinated group.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

www.youtube.com/watch    Do the math about vaccine. Before the kindergarten kids get 33 vaccine. Military forced to get 126 shots.

There is about 67 chemicals in every shot.
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Another small outbreak of Whooping Cough reported  in our local news yesterday. The main culprit, per News Commentator - an

Unvaccinated Child. This terrible Child and his Parents caused an outbreak in Vaccinated Children per news story. This Unvaccinated

Child had an extremely bad case while the Vaccinated Children  were spared the worst..ONcials tracked down every Child in that

school to check vaccination records. The Commentator's tone was more like a witch hunt and how the safety of the 'Greater Good' had

been violated.It was brieUy mentioned Vaccinated Children can get Whooping Cough but very unlikely, so DO Vaccinate.

As a new Grandmother I've read many Dr. Mercola articles on the subject over the years and especially now with the birth of my Frst

Grandchild.. I also never vaccinated my Kids, now in their 30's since I was aware of vaccination reactions then also. This news story

meant to frighten the 'Greater Good' is just the opposite of what I've read -that  a sick Unvaccinated Child usually has a milder case.

The pressure from every health and community resource continues to rise for Parents who chose not to vaccinate.

My Son is against Vaccination but my Daughter in Law has almost been talked into it by friends and even her Naturopathic Doctor who

by State Law has to read the CDC warning with horrible health ramiFcations if your Child does not comply. I'm worried since my

Grandchild was a C Section and pumped with IV Antibiotics her Frst 24 hours after Birth she may have a weaker Gut System even

though She's Breastfed, putting her at greater risk.  

The other thing I'm curious about is the timing of these outbreaks. Kids are normally vaccinated en-masse prior to the school year and

by this time of year any beneFt from Sunshine and vitamin D3 is on the decline in Northern States - and so the typical cold and Uu

season begins. . I'm thankful for those researchers that Do offer studies that show there truly are risks - even for the 'Greater Good'. .
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My granddaughter(9) was vaccinated, she was C section (no antibiotics-Ontario, Canada) breastfed and a real food diet. You

can prepare her body nutritionally if your DIL decides to cave in. Send her lots of info to support her either way. How to support

the little one's body, the risk of vaccination and maybe choose some and not others. Also get the information on "possible" side

effects and have her read it.

I called for help on this forum when my granddaughter got her last vaccination and they gave me plenty of good advice. I cannot

remember all of it, but one of the ingredients was turmeric which you can easily add to chicken soup or spaghetti sauce. She

sailed through without any fever or signs of discomfort. Ask here and they will reach out to help you. There is also a site called

green med(Sayer Ji) that has good info.

I am not an advocate of vaccines. Never get a Uu-shot. Never get the Uu. Thanks to Dr. Mercola's advice I eliminated all grains

and sugar from my diet 3 years ago and have not been sick since. The whole house (those that still consume sugar and grains)

can be sick with colds and Uues - I don't catch it. :) As a result of this I also lost the middle age(60) belly fat, down 35 LBS and 2

sizes without effort or exercise. Still having my wine and cheese, just no more crackers.
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@"rinske"; "...just no more crackers." ORGANIC celery (celery is high on the dirty dozen list) is a great replacement for those

crackers you mentioned. I use organic celery a lot with fresh made organic peanut butter, both from my food co-op.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Grulla, about that peanut butter (organic) that you like, there seems to be some opinions that peanuts are really not a suitable

food for humans,  more of a livestock feed, no matter how pure they are.  I like the taste of peanuts but rarely (2X/year?) eat

them.  I am not sure what to make of it, but isn't it interesting that of all the deadly allergies, peanut butter seems to be at the

top of the list?  www.medicaldaily.com/food-allergy-awareness-4-most-dangerous-food-alle..  

About 2 of the other 3 deadly foods, one could argue that milk too is not suitable for humans, and that soy (fermented or not) is

certainly not part of western people's heritage.  Food for thought, if you ask me.  We were designed by nature to eat according

to our ethnic origins.  I'm not the Frst to come up with that idea by a long shot.  Anyway, your celery and peanut butter is

delicious, I've had that a few times. But now I substitute almond or sunUower butter. FWIW.
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The vitamin C treatment of whooping cough by Dr Suzanne Humpries

drsuzanne.net/2015/04/the-vitamin-c-treatment-of-whooping-cough-suzann..
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"Horsea", what I recall and always repeat about peanut butter here on the forum is that if the peanuts don't come from dry land

farms, they can be prone to aUatoxin mold, and then chemically sprayed accordingly. Also, peanuts are a legume, and contain

vegetable protein and just a little starch. Here is what Dr.M had to say about peanuts in an undated essay: Peanuts:Peanuts

contain beneFcial protein, but many people are allergic to them and Fnd them hard to digest. They also contain aUatoxin, a

carcinogenic, which may explain why peanut farmers have been found  0 to have disproportionately high rates of cancer.

Peanuts are high in fungus and, often, pesticides. They do not contain any omega-3, which can contribute to distorting your

omega-6:omega-3 ratio.

The peanut is actually a legume, not a nut (which is why they are often roasted). Peanuts contain about the same amount of

protein as soy and are low in starchy carbohydrates. Did you know? George Washington Carver was largely responsible for

popularizing the peanut as a food in America. Peanut Butter: When buying peanut butter, only buy organic varieties. Non-organic

peanut butters are high in pesticides and fungus and contain aUatoxin, a potent carcinogenic mold. To increase the protein in

peanut butter (peanuts have about the same amount of protein as soy), Brewer’s yeast can be mixed in. This is especially useful

for vegetarian www.mercola.com/.../foodalert.htm
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The constant reports of whooping cough outbreaks are because the shot has no eNcacy & they [CDC] are well aware of this.
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Here is something to think about.  70-80%of immune tissue is located in the gut.  It is known that vaccines and toxins can block

normal immune functions.  GMOs and vaccines also have the potential to alter the immune system. Without optimizing gut function,

nutritional deFciencies and the disruption of many metabolic processes can be anticipated,
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After recently reading my grandmother's daily journal from the 1950s, and seeing how many times she took me and my brothers and

sister  to the doctor for shots of antibiotics, I think this trust in the medical establishment isn't anything new.  It's just that we've

expanded the intervention to the point that it's nearly impossible to conclude any single causal factor for autism increase from 1 in

10,000 to 1 in 46 in just 30 short years.  We have  to wonder at the wisdom of giving as many as 60 vaccinations before age 5 as being

a major contributing factor. I know that I am alive today because of modern orthopedic medicine but I also know that Rheumatology

doctors  and Endodontists are no better than the doctors who bled and administered Mercury medicine, killing our Frst president

George Washington.
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I know vaccines are one trigger for Autism and the incredible rise of neurodevelopmental issues among our kids, it's also GMO food

destroying our immune systems and killing our good gut biomes - priming our immune system to over react to everything from gluten -

to peanuts - to vaccines, Its allergy to vaccines... - its also over use of antibiotics; steroids, the water we drink and the air we breathe....

Causing genetic mutations preventing the body from performing the necessary metabolic processes from occurring, preventing the

absorption & utilization of important brain minerals, and preventing us from detoxing effectively. Then we have to Fght like hell to get

our children back. I was successful & knew it meant that I needed to shout it from the mountaintops... I hope you will let me share my

very important labor of love which has already helped hundreds of children... Xo. Healing without Hurting (dot) com ; Healing without

Hurting - Alternative Health - Award Winning Finalist - 2015 USA - Best Books -
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I didn't have my child circumcised or vaccinated.  Both are too wicked to dwell on for long without going mad. Not a day goes by when

I do not thank almighty God and his servants here for this, and it's been decades.   And I'm not even particularly religious.  But when

you know that so very many have been fooled into damaging their own precious children, a little bit of religion seems to spring up.
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Good for you. Circumcision is also pushed to make a buck in hospitals. Not only do they not tell you that this takes place 90% of

the time with no pain killers but that 180 babies a year DIE from the procedure. Either they bleed too much [only takes 2 ounces

of blood loss for infant which may not be seen in diaper], get an infection, or sometimes scream till their little lungs burst.

Surgery usually performed by resident in training not your pediatrition.  They often fail to nurse as well. Not only are parents not

told the risks and fed the lie that it will prevent cancer [only if you don't wash regularly], but the hospital is SELLING the tissue

that is removed [without consent] for high dollars to big pharma to make VACCINES!
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@caws.  Thank you very much.  One little thing:   it is not the babies' lungs that were bursting from endless screaming.  It was

their stomachs. Literally burst.   Look it up, as they say.  As a result of this ghastly event, the doctors in their wisdom said that all

babies had to be starved for  hours prior to this completely non-indicated operation.  The one-two punch:  deprived of nutrients

and then tortured and de-natured.  It is a fallen world and I cannot wait for the great tribulation.
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I wish the article could have talked more about the wonders of breast feeding and natural mother's milk that helps build strong

immune systems in babies that last for years.  I breastfed all of my children for 2 years, and spaced apart their immunizations, but I do

agree that today at 69 vaccines for 5 and under, that's just too much.

More should be done to test vitamin D3 and C in children.  Dr. Mercola has a great Vitamin C supplement I really love and it's

reasonably priced. Now he has to come up with a vitamin C testing kit reasonably priced to show the public that low vitamin C is

associated with a host of diseases and it is essential to every cell in the body and it is essential in curing any, and I mean any, viral,

bacterial or microbial infection from the common cold to HIV and cancers. Forget the vaccines when there is D3 and vitamin C out

there.  When my doc pushes a vaccine, I tell him, why bother because I never get sick!
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The common cold is actually the healing phase of a biological 'stink conUict' which ulcerates the nasal passages in order to

"vent them better". These ulcerations need to be repaired again, which requires swelling, inUammation, Uuid and "building

materials" in the form of bits of protein fraudulently called viruses. These bodily Uuids are NOT contagious, because they are

used by the body to rebuild damaged tissues. Try it: Hug a person with a cold and wish them a speedy recovery and Fnd you will

NOT 'catch their cold'. The reason for this tale of catching a cold: It is caused by fear and an outdated believe system. The same

goes for Uu, by the way.
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My reason tells me that the main advantage wih breastfeeding is that it is RAW milk...children's health is greatly advanced from

birth by getting all the enzymes and minerals that are lacking in the commercial baby formulas.....they can never contain those

essential ingredients provided only by the mothers !...
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This is so very timely.  Prior to my daughter's reaction to the DPT, my husband's baby cousin died 7 days after the same shot and they

labeled it SIDS.

For her the high pitched screaming came from encephalitis.  I was told by a 'friend' to spray her with vinegar every time she did that.

 The scream also came out if she smelled sweets, that's when I learned it often lands in the pancreas and to watch for juvenile

diabetes.

Seizures are terrifying.  It took 22 months of working on her (with leader herbs and trying to detox) before I saw her smile for the Frst

time.  4 years for the seizures to slow down, and no, I didn't not medicate for them, but I did use alternative methods.  Standard

healthcare was a NO after what they did to her.  They laughed at me and reminded me to bring her in for her 4 month shots.  Um - NO!

Baby #2 came and because of what I endured at the hospital, babies #3 and #4 were homebirths.  Textbook homebirths - 10.5 and 11

pounds ... both late, like 2 weeks and then 3 weeks.  lol... torture, but both extremely healthy and their births were short and amazing.  

I know this is an overshare - but point being, my vaccine injured child taught me a whole new course to take in life - no sugar, no dairy

(my doc witnessed her seizure and told me she would have ear infections and to be prepared for tubes and all that) - so with a little

research, we just didn't do dairy.  Vax injured kids often can't handle dairy. My doc also told me some kids can't detox injections and

that if I vax'd her again, she would be autistic.  How the heck that change to - vaccines don't cause autism?

The health of my non-vax'd kids is unsurpassed.  My vax inj'd presents with strep, gets the Uu, has autoimmune issues, horrifying

allergies.

I only have two out of the Fve who said no to the covid shot.  They are adults now, and I just hope without the inUuence of vaccines and

viruses from childhood, they'll be stronger with this.  As a mama, I'm crushed.
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My son has been exposed as much as I have, we're all type O, the kids in food service have been exposed also .. did anyone

bother to check them for antibodies before being willing to inject them?  

It's nuts.  But in the bible, in Mark 16:18 ... and when they drink deadly poison it will not hurt them at all...

I pray this over anyone dealing with this time of mass censorship, manipulation, and misinformation.  

Too many deaths and injuries for this to still be going on.

The mandate needs to be rescinded.

And my vax inj'd daughter, she still has her moments, but she's a 4.0 student graduating from college and smart enough to say

no to this crazy thing.  Using all the knowledge we have, she's not only been stronger, but less symptoms all the way around in

the day to day with allergies, etc.   I pray we continue to get stronger!  Even though masks aren't exactly allowing that...

My friend's husband is being threatened as this mandate draws near.  He was with his wife for 9 days as she went through

covid, still has never gotten it.  How can he get out of this mandate?
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When I was a kid we got maybe 5 vaccines ... now it's about 60. Unbelievable (same with animals). I don't get anything, not even

tetanus and I own a farm. My cats don't get any vaccines after the Frst round (and vets were told about 20 years ago that most are

immune for life after this). I believe autism has gone from no one ever hearing about it to it being so prevalent. Once again, I think Bill

Gates needs to be looked at. He has openly said the best way to population control is via vaccines.
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Modern day vaccinations appear to have some sort of parallel to  man's archaic way of eliminating witches. Yesterday: Let's strap her

to a chair and lower the chair into water for 10-15 minutes. If she survives, she she's not a witch. Today: Let's shoot your kid up with

metallic poisons, if she doesn't develop autism or some other disease, the medicine worked. Brilliant idea? The AMA seems to think

so.
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As Grandfather to 2 Autistic children, I would stress that one of the simplest ways that a pregnant mother can greatly reduce the odds

of having an autistic child is make sure they take 6,400 IU's of Vitamin D a day, ( or more ) whilst pregnant and breast feeding.  Studies

have shown this level to be suNcient for the baby to get all the Vitamin D it needs both in the womb and in the milk. Vitamin D  (

sunlight to our ancient ancestors ) is essential to the proper development of the immune system and the microbiome, which are the

critical things implicated in the Autism puzzle.
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This might not mean anything medically, but my 11months nephew came back from a Uu shot and was given over to Grandma.

Grandma is like, "no wonder, he looks unhappy". Yeah, no wonder. If the children comes out looking more miserable, maybe it's not

good for them.
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known fact that children under 2 years of age do not a have a mature enough immune system to respond to a Uu shot, so it's an

unnecessary risk anyways
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Lets diagnose this. The new government takes over vaccines and gives placebo injections for 3 years. If Autism rates drop to 1 in

10,000 then take the money from big pharms and give to autism damaged families. Oh ya..grond the chemtrail planes and put the

criminals in jail that killed our Drs. Just dreaming.....
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'You should look at the data' , yeh try asking Merck if you can look at their data
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Hello, I'm a vaccine advocate and have looked at the data.  Now I don't agree with fast-tracking any vaccine or that

unreasonable proFt be made.  We need good science on this score and should not throw out the baby with the bathwater.  I have

read a number of anti-vac articles that falsely represent the data.  Note that Prof Chris Shaw's work at UBC on Al in mice (seen

in the Frst video) was bogus and was retracted.
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Have you seen this that is happening in Canada? So troubling...

medicalkidnap.com/2016/02/29/family-faces-criminal-prosecution-and-los..
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I think one of the other reasons they went after this family is because of the fathers company of True Hope.  I take empower

plus a product they make for depression and it works, it has helped people with other mental health conditions like bi polar and

schizophrenia.  Health Canada tried to shut them down years ago, but lost the case because their lawyer brought in people that

testiFed how it was the only thing that worked.  The judge even said to with hold it would be criminal.  I like to buy four bottles at

a time, but to go through Canadian customs, as it is manufactures in the US, I had to put another name on the shipping label.

 What does it matter if I but two or a hundred?
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With brain-damage children projected at nearly 1 in 2 by 2025 when will the tide turn?  It seems propaganda rules over commonsense.

Here's a video with a very broad prospective on it, and some interested tidbits. Interestingly, prior to 1990 there were no guidelines in

place or even laws to document vaccine injury, so all those retrospective studies that "prove safety and eNcacy" are based on data

that never took into account information that simply wasn't documented. longevitypost.com/absolute-proof-vaccines-harmful
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www.youtube.com/watch  Vaccine's Safety: A Crime Against Humanity
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Not a comment but a question.  I had what was then referred to as a DPT shot most likely in 1941 or early 1942.  I had smallpox

vaccine as a baby probably in 1941or 42 also.  I also had a tetanus shot in 1959.  I have never had a Uu shot or any other vaccines.  I

am wondering if there was mercury in the vaccines I did receive and if it would have had any profound affect on me?
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Not sure about the smallpox as they don't give it anymore but all DTP & Tetanus shots contain mercury. Tetanus is the ONLY one

that has all three: mercury ,aluminum & formaldehyde [ embalming Uuid/carcinogen]. These are synergistic & cumulative

poisons. This means that they are 100 -1000X more toxic together than alone. Little known warning in Fne print on tetanus

states: "may cause partial or complete vocal paralysis which may or may not be permanent". I can attest that this happened to

me. Lost my voice for 6 weeks completely and while it eventually returned it has never been quite the same. Go to www.cdc.gov

and type in Vaccine excipients & media summary for ingredients they admit to and product package inserts for individual

vaccines to get studies & warnings etc.
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As far as I can tell vaccines never have contributed anything to "the greater good" - they are on the contrary a blight on our children

and a curse on humankind!
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David760
Joined On 1/21/2011 9:17:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doesn't practically every school system in the country require all these vaccinations for enrollment? If you don't vaccinate your kids,

how do you get them in school? If you shun vaccination are you forced to home school?
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strawberrys
Joined On 4/24/2011 7:48:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, you can get an exemption. There should be a lot of info online if you google vaccine exemptions. Here's one article about

exemptions. http://thinktwice.com/laws.htm
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live4surf
Joined On 8/8/2011 9:20:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

strawberries: The exemptions may be a thing of the past if the " Vaccinate all Children Act of 2015" (mentioned by bobande

above) passes. www.thedailysheeple.com/the-vaccinate-all-children-act-of-2015-bill-se..
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Mirandola" well said, and conscription is considered a form of coercion by some also. However, did you not mean to say

"revoke" instead of "invoke"??? www.merriam-webster.com/.../invoke This post is a year old, but I know you are always here,

better late than never, lol.
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Sareilly
Joined On 1/22/2008 5:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Depending on your state, you can get exemptions. But think about embracing home schooling as a wonderful, child-aNrming

option!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 11/26/2016 1:43:08 AM
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CourageousLion
Joined On 10/11/2010 9:06:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That girl at the beginning said, "I'm not angry about it....REALLY? If this was my daughter someone might pay dearly. I just don't get

why that doesn't happen. What is wrong with the men in this country? Vaccines = LIES, LIES, LIES, LIES and supported by MORE LIES.

IF the GERM THEORY WERE TRUE, NO ONE WOULD BE ALIVE TO BELIEVE IT!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I more than agree with you!
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Emilyette
Joined On 5/31/2007 12:17:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Andrews Moulden knew about this and was spreading the word. He mysteriously died at age 49. As have many others. .
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An old episode of "Conspiracy Theory" - when asked how they were going to cull the population the doctor said, "Through a

global vaccine."  He knew exactly how they were going to do it - when was that?  Back somewhere between 2009 and 2012 ...

when I look it up on prime, so many are 'unavailable.'  Damn, I should have recorded them when I got the chance!
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most Doctors PUSH these Vaccines and other garbage simply because they are compensated and/or pressured to do.so.    This

vaccine stupidity is something I have never experienced however I do know why this garbage is being mandated.   It all about what

Hitler wanted and if you don';t believe that then get ready to board the cattle cars.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scary! Right?!  I wondered if Biden wasn't being bribed to do this mandate, but was being ordered to.  Either way, F NO
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccines, TV/MSM, organized worship of big pharma, doctors, politician/actors, clergy, genital mutilation/circumcision, tattoos,

wokeness are all "religion(s)" to the "believers"... there is no waking the "woke" often until they experience a severe emotional event

and even then they'll usually continue to push their "fanatical delusional brimstone" right to the very end the cognitive

dissonance/brainwashing/mind control is so entrained. ZombiFcation works... eugenics works... and it's OK.
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wil4648
Joined On 3/12/2014 8:02:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My four grandchildren have had zero vaccines and they are super healthy, super smart, and super well behaved. They are a real joy to

be around unlike the "lumps on a log" the vaxxed children I know act like. The childhood vaccines were introduced at the same time the

incidence of the illnesses they were supposedly treating were already down to nonexistent. They were not and are not needed.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eugenics Works

In 2006 I typed these two words into the google search engine: "mercury eugenics"    [tons of related articles came up back then

before the info purge... try it today... virtually zilch] so I started searching thousands of the other associated soft kill poisons and even

random words like "rubber band or rhinoceros" as well along with the word "eugenics"... unlimited connections to articles that

surprisingly contained both words... we live on a giant ranch ball... eugenics and mostly soft kill population control is "the name of the

game" - quite frankly.

IF THIS [GRAPHENE ET AL] IS IN THE VAX, IT'S THERE TO KILL PEOPLE -- Quite Frankly - SGT Report's

play.anghami.com/.../1023663258  

Check  daily for the most recent eugenics/biodigital-convergence videos for soft and hard kill and social control by searching mainly

these two words: "vaccine graphene" or just "graphene" or "eugenics" in Bitchute.

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=vaccine%20graphene&kind=video&s..  

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene&kind=video&sort=new  

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=graphene%20eugenics&kind=video&..  

www.bitchute.com/search/?query=eugenics&kind=video&sort=new  

THE GLOBALIST PLAN (A [BRAVE] NEW WORLD ORDER)  [no surprises with eugenics and almost anything now]

EUGENICS and DEPOPULATION

www.bitchute.com/.../z4mCYQ4vmTrm  

EUGENICS IN COVID 2021

www.bitchute.com/.../mb2p3l729kP3  

VAX-A-NATION - A 10 [twelve now] YEAR OLD WARNING - Jane Bürgermeister

Jane Bürgermeister had to endure big pressure after exposing Big Pharma and governments when they tried to pull off THE SAME

SCAM in 2009. Maybe she helped to stop it then, or maybe it was just a rehearsal for this time around.

Jane’s research had to do with the fabricated nature of the pandemic. And she was right, as you can read later on. Still, she was Fred

from her job and had to defend herself from...

www.bitchute.com/.../QkG4ga6klbEw
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Before I start digging into these links - we posed this question on Graphene also - and nothing was coming up.  I know I saw

blood slides somewhere - did you happen to see any in your above links?
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yesterday had coffee with a young lady who I mentor in God’s word.  She is in the process of studying for her nursing boards....she is

not taking the vaccine; but when I started speaking about VAERS, she had not idea what that was.  NONE!  She didn’t even know it

existed.  I was stunned. RFJ, Jr. had an excellent article regarding the Amish about six weeks ago.  In 2005 the Amish had 1 in 15,000

with autism while at that time those taking all the vaccines had a 1 in 150.  Think of this people 16 years ago it was 1 in 150 and not it

is 1 in 50.  Why aren’t speaking about this???? This is an epidemic, a pandemic when you look at Ireland’s 1 in 16 boys now are

inUicted with autism.  There is nothing going on that is not tainted with big pharma and politics.  Where are the true researchers and

doctors pounding the drums, making waves? I know some are out there...I know some Like Dr. Paul Thomas have put everything on

the line to speak boldly....we need more.  We demand more,
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know - jokingly I say, "They're blaming it on the unvaxxed." .. but the Amish is exactly where we should be looking.  In my

own house, after my daughter was injured, the next three I refused to vax, those kids never caught anything.  All together (we

had them very close together) my vax inj'd caught everything and the other three never had anything.  WILD!  I think my house

was the perfect lab for watching a broken immune system vs one that has never been damaged.  Which makes all this even

more frustrating!
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sai73491
Joined On 10/25/2013 2:28:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My friend's daughter was destroyed by the Gardisil vaccine.  She's a teen and since getting the shot cannot get off the couch.  Never

trust your health to another.  I know things about someone I would not trust as far as I could throw her and she was out stumping for

the vaccine on the news - purely for self-aggrandizement. If people knew how unintelligent she really is they would never listen to a

word she says. We are told to 'trust the experts' but the 'experts' are fools.

I recall being at a YMCA when an instructor was teaching a baby & mom swimming class. The instructor told the mothers to put their

babies under water. All of the women did but one; I gave her credit. When one baby was brought up he was choking and almost died.

 So you're going to listen to the EXPERTS and not your own God-given sense?

I agree with this article in that we cannot depend on legislators anymore - it's up to US to act in whatever way that we can. Scripture

says we are Co-laborers with God.  I printed material and left it around for others to read at a busy restaurant and was rewarded seeing

a woman diligently reading the material.  I know someone who made signs and hung them at gas station pumps and at stores.  Still

another wore a yellow star on his arm with the words "Stay away! Unvaccinated!"  He said it has opened the door for him to talk to

others when they inquired about it.  We can all do something.

I watched a video of an overweight cop wrestle a grandmother to the ground for not wearing a mask - in America, the Land of the Free.

Not one person in the vicinity spoke up.  Sad will be the day when the American people forget their traditions and their history, and so

longer remember that the country they love, the institutions they cherish, and the freedom they hope to preserve, were born from the

throes of armed resistance to tyranny, and nursed in the rugged arms of fearless men. -Roger Sherman
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccines are intervention in human's body natural defenses for the purpose of easy money making.

Vaccines are intentionally created to create an illusion and deception of protection for public and as a circus of lies for the "health"

industry. Period. Vaccines should not exist. Vaccine industry is a maFa of criminals, who create fake studies, fake

reviews....everything is fake. Every person who succumbs to deceptive vaccination marketing is Money in the pockets of vaccine

makers. People who are so called "vaccinated" are fools, and are Victims of GrandCrime, who have a blind trust in criminal health

"authorities".
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happywifehappylife
Joined On 8/20/2012 10:53:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our medical system in America is not about health!  It is about money.  All vaccines damage everyone that gets one.  Drug companies

have NO conscience, NO science to back up their claims.  The CDC is just a marketing arm of drug companies, nothing more.  The

CDC sells $4.6 Billion dollars of vaccines each year.  

The deFnitions are made up marketing spin by medical terrorists.  FEAR and INTIMIDATION is what all terrorists use to promote their

agenda.  The people that do not vaccinate should be called "REAL SCIENCE PROMOTERS!"  The medical terrorists should be called

"POISON INJECTORS."  We need the repeal of the National Vaccine Act of 1986.  THAT will put fear into the drug industry.  Politicians

need to know we will not be voting for them if they support vaccinating our children.

54% of all children in the U.S. have a chronic neurodegenerative disorder or disease caused by vaccines.  Paul ONt needs to be put in

jail for child abuse, but Frst he needs to get all the vaccines according to the CDC schedule for children, but making sure he gets the

amounts weight proportioned!
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The medical system here is not about health. It’s about keeping you sick and needing their poisons and making sure that the

cash register rings.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So much of vaccination is driven by fear.  Fear of getting ill.  Fear of being denied an education or employment. Fear of being socially

ostracized.  Fear of nonconformity and standing out.  First, we need to remove fear from the equation and look at vaccination

objectively and scientiFcally.  We need to be honest about risks and offer true informed consent.  Those who choose to be vaccinated

should have no fear of those who choose not to be vaccinated if they believe vaccines are effective.  If vaccination were a good thing,

so many people would not try to avoid it.  If people believed being vaccinated was in their best interest, they would comply willingly.

 Since this is not the case, coercion is necessary to get compliance.
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bootsallen
Joined On 3/8/2020 2:47:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This topic is how I found Dr M 23 years ago. My “baby” is 25 and my ex and I decided 30 years ago to not have any of our children

vaxed. Our children are 25, 22, 20 & 13.  They are the epitome of health. I have been given “the looks”, I’ve argued with doctors and the

school nurses and my entire family thinks I’m crazy for not running to get “the shot” from hell. I think I was starting to question my

sanity when my son was two years old and we were living in Kansas City and I found Dr. M. - when I read what he had to say about

getting children inoculated, I knew I had found my man, lol! Here was a wonderful doctor and person who shared everything I thought.

My children were raised on “HEY!! Dr. Mercola said…….” (Fll in the blank). They still tease me and say “Well, if Dr. Mercola said it then it

HAS to be true” - these children were raised on MM’s (Mercola Medicine) and I could not be happier. I don’t have a medical degree, but

by God - I argue like I have a medical degree AND a law degree. God Bless you all! I’m here every day reading your wonderful

comments!
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randymcarthur
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:25:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The single greatest threat to the planet since WWII -  was Donald Trump about to go rogue and start a war with China which would

have destroyed everything on this planet. Chinese top brass were afraid, General Milley, Chm Joints Chief of Staff , and Speaker of The

House of Representatives- Rep. Nancy Pelosi we’re all afraid!  I was greatly concerned even before he took oNce, that once he took

oNce he might bomb China and take the world down with him if the authorities started to close in on him.  Fortunately for the planet

he was never charged with a crime while in oNce. It’s just a matter of time before he will be charged most likely in 2022.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course the mRNA shot is all this to the 10th power.

Way more fatalities and crippling effects than any Uu shot.

People will say, "But my family and I got it. We aren't dead."

Even without taking long term effects into account, if 1 in 1,000 die, it's likely it won't kill you. But that still makes it 11 times as deadly

as the Uu vaccine. With no real beneFts.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi all,  this so called 'CV is not real, its all about power using technologies to enslave us, ie,  your smart phone (principally), how about

we throw the smart phone away, plus our credit cards.  Is anyone uncomfortable yet....watch this vid by Max, make it go viral.

Summary, he feels that their game is slowly but surely sinking ... www.bitchute.com/.../kavy9GlMV8ss   We need to unite as one big

global family. Everyone. Come together. They are trying to inUict damage on us.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will rant a bit. :)

I am done hearing about "the greater good". It is nothing but communism that believes in a boogey man and rushes to collectivize.

That's not a good move. It forgets God.

I am like "no compromise". Because all I have trained to do is to do what the Lord said in John 17 in the truth of the Kingdom: unite my

❤ inwardly in steadfast devotion to God in love for God - going straight back to Eden and the First Commandment - to initiate full

contact power in the body for the Lord to arise from within me in Full Manifest Power.

I am human. I have my humanity with all of my own faults and foibles. Yet, within me is the power of my salvation and my decades of

training to develop the functional hooves of brass and horn of iron to bring the Lord in full baptism power in one instant from within.

And that is just what these communists do not want.

These communists want to collectivize in a delusion that a man is going to save them from a made up boogey man. Meanwhile, their

human "savior" is the real boogey man. Power corrupts. Absolute power corrupts absolutely. Fauci is more dangerous than any virus.

 But scare people into collectivizing so that they give up liberty as they forget God trusting vainly in the help of man: and all communist

hell will break loose.

And because I carry the power to bring God on the scene in power, the communist pastors will try to rise to oppose God again.

This time: they will not stop me.

I will not take their blows because I will not be shocked by their evil.

Instead I will lay hold of the rod of iron to stand there to let God strike them down before me.

To take this soil with all prejudice for the appearing of the Lord.

These religious traitors can either submit to the Lord's return or be broken as a vessel.

The Lord says I must come forward to protect the children.

The fury is like a mother feels when children are threatened. No one stands between God and protection of children.

I won't minister collectivism.
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mackechnie1
Joined On 9/21/2006 12:30:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's delusional thinking that keeps people dying from the virus.  Leave the imaginary superbeing to do the imaginary stuff. Living

people need to deal with the REAL physical problems of today, not the imaginary what ifs 40 years down the road.  God gave you

a brain (to your way of thinking). Use it.
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We were part of the group that stood outside Pelosi’s balcony to protest the ACA! So we were not the “stupid” people, the Congress

were! They didn’t read the entire thing!! Term limits! God help us!!
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most doctors also don't know that they are required by law to report and vaccine injury or death to VAERS.  Hence, the number of

reports is skewed downward to make injuries and deaths appear fewer than they really are.

secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-jabs-update-12
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mackechnie1
Joined On 9/21/2006 12:30:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pretty sure ALL doctors practicing medicine in the US know they are to report vaccine reactions, TO ANY VACCINE. I was an E.R.

RN for 34 years. Even I was aware of the requirement to report vaccine reactions, to any vaccine.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saw a report saying most do not.  Cant Fnd it now.  If you are right, why are there so few reports being made?  Can you provide a

link to back up your statement?  Perhaps you happened to be in one of the better hospitals.  Dr. Jessica Rose, who has a PhD in

computation biology, testiFed to the FDA's Vaccine Advisory Committee that the VAERS numbers need to be multiplied by a

factor of 41x, which puts the real covid vaccine death toll at well over 650,000.  Check out the link above.
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luccim
Joined On 2/7/2012 10:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't see any mention of the two genetic mutations known as MTHFR. The mutation causes diNcultly with methylation and detoxing.

There is an association with the more severe the mutation, the more high risk for being on the spectrum and other disorders. Look up

Dr. Ben Lynch for more info. Should be automatic reason for medical exemption.  Dr Stephanie Seneff(sp) at MIT has many studies

connecting dietary and environmental GMO's and poor outcomes after injections. The body can only handle so many onslaughts

before it becomes completely overwhelmed.
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mackechnie1
Joined On 9/21/2006 12:30:27 PM
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If you are looking for medical reasons to not take the vaccine, consider the odds of contracting the virus and suffering long term

consequences (Long Haul CoVid) suffered by 1/3 of those who suffered symptoms/signs of the disease OR dying from the

effects of the virus.

The odds of suffering long term consequences of the CoVid vaccine seem to be miniscule compared with the odds of dying or

having long haul CoVid signs/symptoms.

Deal with reality instead of superstition.
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ghdnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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articles.mercola.com/.../default.aspx  I do not pretend to know the scientiFc qualities of Th1, 2 & 3 ; but since they work in unison,

would not helping one of them increase in strength, beneFt the team?
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I sign up for these lousy sites just to learn what CRAP they are putting out. ..... YouTube cracks down on anti-vaccine videos, bans

major accounts - Sept. 29, 2021, 9:50 AM CDT / Updated Sept. 29, 2021, 10:34 AM CDT - By Brandy Zadrozny: YouTube announced a

total ban Wednesday on vaccine misinformation and the termination of the accounts of several prominent anti-vaccine inUuencers,

including Joseph Mercola and Robert F. Kennedy Jr., citing “the need to remove egregious harmful content.”

The new policy was crafted as the company began to see false claims about Covid-19 vaccines “spill over into misinformation about

vaccines in general,” according to a company blog post. “We’re now at a point where it’s more important than ever to expand the work

we started with COVID-19 to other vaccines,” the company wrote. YouTube already had a policy against Covid vaccine misinformation,

but the new ban against broader vaccine misinformation includes content that falsely claims approved vaccines are dangerous or

ineffective, including the false belief that vaccines cause autism or cancer.

www.nbcnews.com/tech/tech-news/youtube-cracks-anti-vaccine-videos-bans..
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My doctor when I was a kid had an unusual outlook . . . he told us not to trust doctors. To question everything they told us, and if we

didn't understand it, have the doctor explain it until we did. So, I learned quite a bit. His not trusting extended to medicines also -- ask

the name of the medicine, what it is for, what it is supposed and not supposed to do, if after two doses you aren't seeing improvement

return to the doc for diff. medicine and if you felt the medicine was making you worse in any way STOP taking the medicine and return

to the doc . . . needless to say, doctors don't like to see me coming . . .
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I love it!!  I had a man in Nicaragua (of all places) tell me if you ever have to do chemo - do four and no more.  Period.   I thought

about it - so many people I know say there's a point when they feel better and then they go straight downhill.  For me, I don't

know, hope I don't have to cross that bridge.
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and if we replaced store bought coca cola with home made alkaline water for ourselves and the kids then we would need no vaccines,

no doctors other than for treatment after a kinetic accident. drink coke every day for a week and look at a drop of your own blood

under a 300 x  microscope.  do the same after a week of alkaline water. You won't need an explanation with words.
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Do you have a link for making alkaline water in our homes?  Baking soda?
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Lovestosing6, I get stomach acid easily.

A friend recommended I mix 1/8 of a tsp of baking soda in with almost half a gallon of puriFed water. Say a pitcher full. Mine

holds 7 cups.

A little soda goes a long way.
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I don't quite understand why a document like this wouldn't have bothered to dig up the 19th century  and early 20th century statistics

kept by the U.K. gov't which prove that vaccines were a hoax from the beginning.   None of these "vaccines"  have done anything

useful.  The end of outbreaks of illness came from people no longer drinking out of the same water that served as their toilet. Not too

complicated.  Like you won't get giardia if you don't drink in the animal's toilet.
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I always thought it was to give doctors more business.  The HPV vaccine is when I thought - oh shoot, they're trying to sterilize

people - - Evil...
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What they don’t know could Fll all the books in the world. What they do know? Not so much.
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Dr.  ONt is a victim of mind control.  He's never done any research, he believed everything the Rockefeller controlled medical school

wanted him to believe.
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lovestosing6
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He AND Senator Pan - idiots!  ONt says we could inject 100 vaccines into a baby and it wouldn't hurt them.  I want to see 100

injected into him RIGHT NOW!  LOL
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What freaks me out is seeing some of those apologist doctors basically lie right into the camera with a steady eye.
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This world is really upsetting. One cannot think that there can be humans that would maliciously do such things to children. All I can

think is that these people are the product of the early stages of of the period where the human was still a hominid. I am guessing that

to survive in the wild, before cultures were established they had to have a rather psychpathic tendancy, kill or be killed. Drab for

yourself and nevermind the others. The world should really just rid itself of these reminants of these hominids. As far as I remember

the Scriptures are not against such action.
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Now  ....Just in time for Halloween and Trick&Treaters the Oral 'Jab"

 www.hhs.gov/about/news/2021/06/09/biden-administration-announces-us-go..  "Molnupiravir" new oral Vaccine .....I'm sure its much

more toxic and Deadlier than the 'Jab'......probably with "XTRA-PUNCH" to eradicate all the "Nasty Old Buggies"....... like life ......your

life  or families lives...and since its Oral.how long before its in the'Health Section' of your Favourite drug store???  or 'mistakenly'

handed out for Trick-or-Treats'......My .isn't this a "wonderful' world we live in......having to Fght to be a free person... Why can't these

slimeballs  just crawl off and die?
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Molnupiravir (MK-4482)...........this sound s like a Military Kill weapon....
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"Now  ........Just in time for Halloween and Trick&Treaters   the Oral 'Jab" And don't forget to wear your Halloween vaccine mask

at the TorT and pill popping events: www.maskyourmug.com/.../gates-mask  Eyeglasses optonal
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Hahaha LOL "grulla'.......wear that mask n ya might get shot or stabbed or beaten .....

Ole-Billy isn't in too many eye s  very lovable person..

Speakin' of lovely people  I wonder who is top?  Barrack or Mike(chell) ?  I hear Ole Mike is a real active  Peadophile with little

boys
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Did vaccines ever contribute to the greater good? Read DISSOLVING ILLUSIONS, by Humprhies, etc.
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I've come to think about vaccines as a "dirty" business. Just because they wear white coats in oNces, labs, and news photos doesn't

mean that the contents of vaccines is "clean"... animal kidneys, fetal cell generation, insects, get me outta here. PEG and now,

graphene. At Frst I thought, maybe in FUTURE vaccines, but now I'm pretty convinced. ICAN has Fled a FOIA request for the "secret

ingredient." Will they get it? www.icandecide.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/IR0558-FDA-Ingredients-i..  ~

www.fda.gov/.../download  (redacted ingredient)
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If contaminants were Fltered out, vaccines would become ineffective because active elements are much smaller. (I am not

convinced vaccines are effective anyway.)  Thus, it is inevitable vaccines contain contaminants. I was taught that you do not

make a person healthy by introducing "Flth" into the body.  Quie teh opposite.  Good immujity is supported by good

hygeine/sanitation, sunshine/fresh air, a good diet and a healthy lifestyle.
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cbartcast
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Moineau they got it and the secret ingredient was water !  I saw an ICAN announcement last night - water!
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Astrocomical
Joined On 1/6/2021 5:20:05 PM
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This vaccine thing is getting OUT OF HAND!
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Nat
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What doctors know about vaccines - in a word, nothing. How can anyone trust a doctor, health oNcial, medical science, politician or

the media ever again?
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM
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I have Minus Zero trust. NO trust. I don't ever go to the so called doctor. Although not 100% of all doctors in the west are fake

doctors. But I'd say, 90% are. I won't go to a "doctor for any reason. I have enough knowledge of my own thanks to years of

following Dr. Mercola and Mike Adams of Nat.News. I also have acquired and enriched enough knowledge by spending many

hrs a day just by reading people's comments on iHerb, where I purchase many many supplements since 2011, at least 3-4 times

a week! I'm in Israel, and I get them in a speed of light 5-6 days. For every possible situation I know what to do. But no way am I

going to visit a "doctor". My doctor is iHerb, Mercola, Dr.Axe, Dr. Chris Kresser, Dr.Ruscio. These are Real Doctors. In fact they

are still many. Hopefully most doctors will change their blind trust in "health-authorities".
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OnederWoman
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There is one key factor of fallen human nature: the desire for a god and savior misplaced. This is why people search for someone they

can "trust" to "keep them safe".  People will shut down their own minds and wills to listen to a "leader" awarding the "leader" deistic

qualities as his/her servile slaves. It's an epidemic. That "replacement god and savior" is the devil. It is the devil. That is "who it is".

That spirit is what men/women who get "a power thrill" out of controlling people are experiencing. It's why women out of their minds

gush, "My pastor is wonderful". Their pastor is a little Hitler getting a power thrill from theistic impersonation.

Human sexuality has gone awry. These male pastors feed on female dumbed down servile fawning adulation. And are like junkyard

dogs defending their turf.This is why people idolize doctors. It's their worship of the devil just like they worship pastors and politicians.

This world is worshiping the devil. Getting a sexual buzz out of being the power overlords and the disempowered lackeys. It gets far

enough of a power thrill, these system doctors, pastors, police, politicians, judges, etc become pedophiles and genocidal. Because it is

all sexual worship of the devil by feeding on power and control over others and their worshipful lackeys pretending men are gods and

saviors.

It's why Israel made the golden calf and had an orgy. I know the nature of the adversary and the fallen nature of humanity. All of the

liscentiousness, the blindness of lackeys, and communism are all the same worship of the devil who provides sadomasochistic feeling

of lust and pride. These ppl have no idea what holy is. So they will worship satan, trust a doctor, pastor, and a politician. The human

race is messed up. Holiness is worship of the True God alone. Without that holiness, the whole world will fall to medical tyranny. In an

orgy of self-destruction and genocide.
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The Lord God ordered Moses to make a bronze snake on a pole to cure poisonous snake bites when people looked at it.

But later King Josiah destroyed it and God approved. Why?

People were worshipping the image as an idol.

Just like modern medicine. Instead of thanking God as we use the tools he gave us to treat sickness we worship them or "the

Science" as a god. This turns the idol into a demon.

The Serpent will destroy our civilization.
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monkey45
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Whether vaccines still contribute to the greater good is a misleading question because vaccines have never EVER contributed to "the

greater good."  The truth is that vaccination has been a failure and a fraud from its very beginning and an ongoing disaster ever since.

All the supposed successes and beneFts of vaccination are medical-pharmaceutical propaganda. Don't fall for it!
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MissWoody
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I have been following Dr. Mercola for years and want to Frstly thank him and his team for all the great work they do. We have a 2 year

old boy and decided not to vaccinate and rather allow him to develop naturally through proper nutrition and a healthy lifestyle. He is

developing well and very bright for his age, speaking clearly in sentences before the age of 2. I do worry what the future holds and the

pressure to vaccinate in order to receive an education. But we will keep Fghting, trusting our instincts and making the best decisions

we can. Thank you all for your comments. Sometimes I feel very alone in this and like I'm the only "negligent" parent who decided not

to vaccinate their kid.
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Three years on, somehow US Mainstream Media has still managed to squelch the news, information still has not gotten out that the

Japanese are no longer pushing or mandating Gardasil. This is one of many articles online about their large number of adverse

reactions: healthcareinamerica.us/japanese-watchdog-group-indicts-hpv-gardasil-va.. - anyone interested may want to check out the

chart in this article, showing collected data for adverse Japanese reactions to differing vaccines.
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badboy2
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Hepatitis B is a blood-transmitted disease caused by risky lifestyle choices, such as unprotected sex with multiple partners and

intravenous drug use involving sharing needles. Hepatitis B I believe will be one of the top leading diseases in the near future,

especially with over 400 million people who have it in just the Asian countries alone. It is a small but strong virus, compared with other

viruses; it can live in a drop of blood for over a week. HIV will die very quickly under the same conditions.

Hep B can change gene switches in the body, on and off to suit its needs, so it is smart. This is a very hard virus to destroy, especially

when it causes liver cancer. Liver cancer is almost always terminal, but one should not give up hope. There are doctors out there

learning to use peptides and such to Fght and beat these cancers. This is all done without chemo which is "never" effective for

pancreatic and liver cancers, even the FDA and AMA knows this. Doctors will not use it on themselves, but will treat their patients with

chemo. This is morally bad. Hep B vaccines have many health and safety problems in giving it to newborn babies. It is not primarily a

"children's disease." Should parents lose their rights for the safety of their new born? Is it all to promote the Fnical beneFts of the

pharmaceutical companies?
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hey BadBoy2, I read somewhere that by giving Hep B so early in life, this vaccine will have lost all its effectiveness by the time it

is actually needed. By then, any booster shot will not be nearly as effective as that Frst shot. This current day 1 practice is

beyond stoopid, yes?
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If everyone who reads Mercola's articles speaks up just once to share the potential detrimental effects of vaccines, we can make

major progress to get the word out. After watching the video series THE TRUTH ABOUT VACCINES, I called Governor Jerry Brown's

oNce in California and spoke to his assistant. I told her about the series, how he could acquire the videos, and asked her to encourage

him to watch and learn about the serious down side to vaccinations. California is now a forced-vaccination state. It's imperative that

decision-makers learn the ugly truth.
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Fortunately my doctor listens when I say no to vaccines.   last one I had was because my daughter insisted I should have it. Think it

was something that I had years ago as a child and it supposedly is a new formula. I am thankful that I had no ill effects from it - at

least nothing has shown up yet and it was a couple or three or four years ago that I had that shot.  Never again will I say yes to a

vaccine of any kind.
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I am having a VERY hard time tolerating the smarmy vaccine apologists, and their bankrupt arguments about "the [mythical] greater

good" on this Flm. I keep having to take breaks, to keep from getting violent with my computer. I also have to take breaks to cry for the

victims. But it's a story that has to be told, and told again, until it gets through to enough people that changes are made.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They sound like the self righteous Covidians demanding children suffer brain damage or have their faces eaten away by staff

infections, asthmatic old ladies pass out in grocery aisles, and high risk people be killed by injection. All so THEY can "feel safe."

"My uninformed health choices are more important than your carefully researched health choices. And my freedom to force my

decisions on you is more important than your freedom to make decisions for yourself."

SacriFcing other individuals--not themselves--for the greater good of the Collective Whole. This is called being kind and

considerate.

"I love mankind. It's people I can't stand." Lol

Loving mankind as an abstraction gets you upvotes on SM. Helping the lady next door doesn't.
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KATMAR1
Joined On 5/2/2011 10:21:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To the person who said that Ben Carson is the answer, I think he is pro vaccines, possibly even pro mandatory vaccines.  I wrote to his

campaign staff about the issue and got a "canned letter" back saying they would pass along my opinion.  Never heard another word

from them.  Those who are supporting Carson might want to write to him.
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Yep.

Don't look to either party for help when it comes to physical autonomy and what passes for modern medicine.

This reminds me so much of the abuses intrinsic to "mental health" remedies. Mind altering drugs praised everywhere as "Safe

and effective."

Remember the Murphy Bill passed in 2017? Probably not.

It granted vast expansions of power to psychiatrists so anyone with a diagnosis could be locked up at the word of a shrink.

Regardless of behavior and legal history. It passed almost unanimously. Only two voted against it. Both libertarians.
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Vaccinosis is well known in veterinary medicine.  It's a good thing humans aren't animals! Oh wait... Nevermind.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM
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the lower brain stem - the medulla is often referred to as the REPTILE BRAIN - this aspersion of human beings must be stamped

out at once
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM
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Stanley, I have no idea when you wrote these words, I did not see them either before I wrote but I wrote exactly to the same

effect.
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Trevor2522
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Vaccination = Genocidal depopulation, courtesy of Rockefeller foundation money.
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mackechnie1
Joined On 9/21/2006 12:30:27 PM
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Dr. Mercola was correct about pharma companies pushing UNNEEDED VACCINES when this article was published years ago.

 Unfortunately, the CoVid vaccines seem to be NEEDED at this time with the unvaccinated death rate 20 times higher than the death

rate of the vaccinated. That's simple math. Reality beats superstition.
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"What are they going to do? Kill us all? Tee he, he". (Jewish midget. "Ship of fools").
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grulla
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No, control and enslave us all. Much payback and proFt. :-( Ferengi Rules of Acquisition; www.sjtrek.com/.../rules    Note item

#23.
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